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Ground Troops Have Small Advance

Iraq's Planes, Artillery
Continue In Abadan

94 East, early this morning. InFIRE — Fire gutted the old Fawn High School building, located off Highway
vestigation into the incident is being conducted by local and state officials.

Explosion Caused By Natural Gas
Rips Through Day Care Center
By DICK PEMS
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA • API — An explosion
believed caused by natural gas ripped
through a day care center at a northwest Atlanta housing project today,
killing five children and two adults,
authorities said. About 15 other people
were injured.
Officials at Grady Memorial Hospital
in downtown Atlanta, where the victims
were taken, confirmed the seven
deaths. Police Lt. Bill Neikirk earlier
had said emergency crews had
'recovered the bodies of four children
and one adult from the rubble.
Public Safety Conintssioner Lee
Brown said a preliminary investigation
indicated the explosion, which caused
"heavy damage" to the building, was
eaused by natural gas.
"It was terrible, really terrible," said
Tinrue Baugh, a teacher at another day
care center across the street.
"I went across to see what I could do
after I heard the explosion," she said.
"Some of the kids were badly hurt. I
saw one little boy Whose fingers were
missing."

Anthony Miller, a spokesman for the
Atlanta Fire Department, said there
were reports of "about 20 injuries, and
we think there are still kids buried
under the rubble.",
Police estimated 90 children were inside at the time.
The injured were taken to Grady
Memorial Hospital in downtown Atlanta.
Miller said five engines, three ladder
trucks, four rescue units and "all
available ambulances" were dispatched to the scene.
About 487 children attending an
elementary school across the street
were evacuated after the explosion,
Neikirk said. Thousands of onlookers
gathered at the scene.
Margaret Ross, a spokeswoman for
the Atlanta Housing Authority, said the
day care center, located in the Gate City Community Center, is operated by a
private concern and serves the 650
families living in the Bowen Homes project.
A building about five miles away,
containing offices and warehouse space
used by the housing authority, was

damaged in a firebombing last week.
The explosion set off a blaze which
destroyed more than a third of the
structure, but there were no injuries,
authorities said.

City School System
Gets $24,244 Grant
For Energy Measures
An energy conservation grant totaling V4,244 for modifications in four
buildings has been awarded to the Murray Independent School System, according to an announcement by Dr. Louis
Centofanti, regional representative of
the U.S. Department of Energy.
The modifications will include lowering ceilings and repairing windows in
the Austin building, arts building, and
Carter and Robertson Elementary
Schools, according to assistant
superintendent Eli Alexander.
"This grant will help our system
tremendously," Alexander said today.
"We're anticipating beneficial returns
from the improvements in energy efficiency this will make to our buildings."
The grant awards are a part of a total
of $15.9 million being awarded in

Calloway Speech
Team Places Third
In Krider Tourney

THE GREAT BED RACE — With a winning time of 42 minutes, the Independents beat the Greeks by 30 seconds in the 4.5 mile Great Bed Race,
one of the events in the Murray State University Spirit Day. Other event
winners were Tammy Smith, Sigma Sigma Sigma, Bo Derek Look-Alike
Contest; Mark Stambaugh, Clark Hall, Dolly Parton Look-Alike Contest; independents, men's tug of war; Greeks, women's tug of war; and the Independents, the Great Munch pizza eating contest,

inside today
The Murray State University Racers extended their regular season
winning streak to 14 games by beating the Pacers of the University of
Tennessee at Martin Saturday, 20-6. Details on the game are on Page 6.
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sunny and
pleasant
Sunny and pleasant today.
Highs in the low to mid 60s. Clear
and not as cold tonight. Lows in
the low 40s. Mostly sunny and
warmer Tuesday. Highs in the
upper 60s to low 70s.
Extended Forecast
Dry and pleasant Wednesday
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

354.90
355.00

By TOM BALDWIN
Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Iraq's
planes and artillery pounded Abadan as
its ground troops reported a small advance toward Iranian oil refinery city.
But the Iraqis were still fighting
holdouts in the neighboring port city of
Khorramshahr as the Persian Gulf war
entered its fourth week.
The shelling killed at(east 30 civilians
and wounded 140, the official Iranian
news agency reported.
The Iraqi air force also hit targets
around Isfahan, Iran's second largest
city, for the first time.Iraq said Iranian
pilots tried to attack two towns near
Mosul, the oil center in northern Iraq,
but were driven off by ground fire.
President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr
claimed in an interview with The
Associated Press that Iran's forces
were "wearing down the Iraqis" and
planning counterattacks.
As the Iraqis stepped up their campaign to win control of the Iranian side
of the Shatt alArab estuary, their
planes raided Abadan, 30 miles up the
waterway from the 'Persian Gulf, and
their artillery was firing up to 10 shells
a minute into Abadan and parts of
neighboring Khorramshahr where Ira-

The Calloway County High School
speech team opened full team competition Saturday by placing third at the
12th annual Ruby Krider Invitational
Speech Tournament at Henry County,
Tenn. The team scored 13 points.
CCHS's Marcia Cunningham received a $100 college scholarship by placing
first in original oratory. The scholarships were given to each of the firstplace winners by the Rotary International Club of Paris, Tenn., the group
who sponsored the tournament.
Others placing were Jenise Boyd, second in extemporaneous speaking, and
Kim Weatherford, third in original
oratory. Other team members qualifying for finals were Mike Jackson in
original oratory and Sandy Jeffrey in
humorous interpretation.

federal Region IV under the second cycle of DOE's Institutional Conservation
Program. The Murray system is among
44 grantees in Kentucky receiving
$1,766,777.
Region IV includes Florida, Georgia,.
Tenniessee, Kentucky, Alabama,
Mississippi, South Carolina and North
Carolina. Approximately $15,300,000 of
the total is going to schools and
hospitals, with the remaining $600,000
to local government and public care institutions.
This grant cycle is the second funding
cycle of a multi-year $900 million program authorized by the National
Energy Conservation Policy Act of
1978. In the first phase, conducted in
1979, state energy offices conducted
statewide energy audits of institutional
buildings.
These audits provided information on
present energy use in buildings and on
the potential for savings through the
use of energy-saving devices and procedures. The second and succeeding
phases of this program will primarily
involve the implementation of conservation measures.

nian revolutionary guards were still
fighting.
Iraqi ground forces who captured the
port sector of Khorramshahr more than
a week ago made their firs/ significant
advance toward Abadan, 10 miles to the
southeast, on Saturday. They threw a
pontoon bridge across the Karun River
east of the city and moved a tank force
across.
An Iraqi captain briefing visiting
reporters in Khorramshahr told AP
Correspondent Steve K. Hindy that the
tank force advanced to within 150 yards
of the commercial bridge across the
river.
The captain claimed that the crossing
of the river also cut the last Iranian supply lines into Khorramshahr. Iraq
reported earlier that its army had circled the city to the west and north,cutting
the highway to Ahwaz, the provincial
capital 70 miles to the north.
Iraq claimed that its air force, along
with its attacks on Abadan, raided the
oil port of Bandur Mashur,55 miles east
of Abadan, destroying part of the harbor and setting an oil refinery afire.
It said that its jets bombed another
refinery and the airport at Isfahan, 240
miles east of the Iranian-Iraqi border.
Bani-Sadr in an interview with Tehran
Radio said the raiders "hit the homes of
the families of the men serving in the
helicopter force attached to the ground
forces."
Bani-Sadr in a telephone interview
with The Associated Press said he had
not heard previously of U.N. SecretaryGeneral Kurt Waldheim's proposal for
a temporary ceasefire in the Shatt alArab to allow foreign ships stranded in
the waterway to escape. He said he
would discuss it with the military command,"and I don't think there would be
anything wrong with that." But there
was no indication Iraq would halt its
drive to win complete control of the
watertvay, its outlet to the Persian Gulf
and its chief.aim in the war.
Bani-Sadr in the interview said he
didn't think "it will take very long" for
the Majlis, Iran's Parliament, to decide
what would be done with the 52
American hostages, who today were
spending their 345th day in captivity.
He indicated that the chief conditions

for their release would be the return of
the late Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi's fortune to his government
and the freeing of Iranian assets in the
United States which President Carter
froze after the seizure of the US. Embassy in Tehran.
On the diplomatic front, King Hussein
of Jordan met in Saudi Arabia with
King Khaled and Crown Prince F'ahd,
and Hussein's prime minister, Modar
Badran, said they . agreed to support
Iraq's territorial claims against Iran.
There was no confirmation from
Saudi Arabia, which although an Arab
country like Iraq has taken no public
stand in support of it against the nonArab Persians of Iran.
However, Saudi Arabia announced
agreement with the United Arab
Emirates, Kuwait and Qatar to increase oil production by 1 million barrels a day to help cover the shortfall
caused by the war. On Saturday, informed sources said the Saudis alone
agreed to hike production 1 million barrels a day, and the United Arab
Emirates, Kuwait and Qatar by half a
million each.
Iraq's southern oil terminals have
sustained damage from Iranian air
strikes "likely to take several months
to repair, but the oil fields themselves
"have escaped relatively unscathed,"
the authoritative Middle East
Economic Survey reported. It said the
northern Iraqi fields and production
facilities were "essentially intact," but
that damage has been done to the main
pumping station at Kirkuk for both of
Iraq's pipelines to the Mediterranean.
Jordan already has said it will supply
troops to Iraq if requested, is allowing
freighters with war supplies for Iraq to
unload at the port of Aqaba and is
trucking them to Baghdad, along with
medicine, fruit and vegetables. Jordan
also has given refuge to the Iraqi civil
air fleet since Baghdad airport was
closed to commercial traffic.
Iraq on Saturday broke diplomatic
relations with Libya, Syria and North
Korea, contending they shipped war
supplies to Iran. Syria and Iraq are
longtime antagonists ruled by rival factions of the Baath Socialist Party, and
on Sunday they swapped charges again.

Murray High Drama
Students Ranked
Superior At Festival
Twenty-three Murray High School
drama students received a superior
rating overall at the Kentucky Theatre
Association's One-Act Play
Friday at Morehead.
According to coach Mark Etherton,
two team members were named to the
All-State Cast, Carol Spann and Kate
Shepard. Shepard also was runner-up
for best performance.
Seven schools participated in the
statewide contest.
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Calloway System Gets
Out-Of-School Grant
A $219,261.85 grant for a comprehensive educational out-of-school grant today was awarded to the Calloway County 'School System by the Kentucky
Department for Human Resources, according to assistant superintendent Jim
Greer..
The program, the only one of its kind
in Kentucky, will benefit 16-21 year-olds
who are out of school with no job, no
diploma or no GED.Greer said.
of the program are dcr,...;.:
ed to - make significant long-term impact on stnfctural unemployment of the
youths, to enhance job prospects and
career opporlicnities and to enable participants to secure suitable and appropriate unsubsidized employment in

public and private sectors of the
economy.
Greer stressed that the program also
will have an educational component as
the youths will be required to make progress toward their GED.
Twenty-five youths are eligible to
participate in the program, Greer said.
They will be found public employment
at 40 hours per week, he added.
Dan Walker will head up the proIs.aim His office we.. be
Calloway County High School. Tor further information concerning the program or to apply, call 753-8141.
The school system had submitted a
written proposal on the program to tite
Department for Human Resources.

•
•
NEW APARTMENTS — Work on the Mur-Cal Apartments, located in the
Noilhwood Subdivision, waf in fun swing today. Included in the $1.5
million project a;re 48'one; two- and threg-bedroom apartments, apartments for the handicapped and office and maintenance facilities. The
buildings are made of panelized wood frames. Dan Miller, contractor, said
he hopes to have all the units under roof by Thanksgiving. He added the
'project should be c ompleted by September 1981.
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Corning Events Of The Community
Monday,Oct. 13
Annual Quad-State String
Festival will be at Murray
State University with the concert to be at 7 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
Front Porch Swing, female
barber shop singers, will meet
at 7 p.m. at the library of the
First Christian Church.
•

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.rb, at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets. "
WMU of the Blood River
Baptist Church is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. with Betty Boston
as speaker.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 5.30 pin, at Denean's and
later attend the movie at the
Cheri Theater at 7:10 p.m.
Murray Unit of National
Hairdressers will meet at 6:30
p.m. at the Community Room,
North Branch. Peoples Bank,
for a potluck supper and
educational and business
meeting.
_Jack.sgr Purchase Chapter
of Kentucky Archaeological
Association will meet at 7 p.m.
at the Purchase Area Development District Office, Highway
45 North, Mayfield. For information call 753-9554.
Tuesday,Oct. 14
Calloway County Y. F. A. ettes will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Murray Vocational School.

Overbey
At Centre
DANVILLE, KY. - Mark
Overbey is a freshman at Centre College of Kentucky.
Overbey, son of rtir. and
Mrs. William Douald
Overbey, 107 Hickory Drive,
Murray, is a 1980 graduate of
Murray High School where he
was a member of the varisty
tennis team and played intramural basketball.
Centre .College is a small
. college of the liberal arts and
sciences located near Lexington. Chartered in 1819, Centre is in its 161st year of operation and has an enrollment
this year of 750 students.

Tuesday ,Oct. 14
Murray Star No. 433 Order
of the Easter,' Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
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Wedding Is Saturday

The approaching marriage
of Miss Marjorie Janet
Caldemeyer of Murray, to
Singles Class of the Seventh
Richard Or Meier, son of Mr.
and Poplar Church of Christ
and Mrs. Richard F. Meier of
will mi.aid at 7 p.m. at the
Benton, has been announced
church buiRling.
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
of
Branch
Murray
Lvaruel F'. Caldemeyer, 4300
American Association of
Murray-Calloway County
Jennings Lane, Evansville,
University .W011ien will meet Girl Scout 1,ea4era will meet Ind.
at 7:15 p.m. at the home of at 10 a.m. at the Girl Scout
Miss
Caldemeyer, an
Melodean Hicks, Hardin. For Cabin.
School
Day
Evansville
information call 753-4683 or
graduate, was graduated from
Richard
and
753-6640.
Joe Jackson
St. Mary's-Notre Dame and
----Valentine will present a proreceived a master's degree in
Concert by Murray State gram of Broadway show tunes
environmental education from
University Wind Ensemble at 7:30 p.in, at the Murray Art
Murray State University. She
with Dr. Gerald Welker as Guild.
is an environmental consulconductor will be at Lovett
tant with the Tennessee Valley
Wednesday,Oct. 15
Auditorium, Murray State, at
Authority at Murray.
Wadesboro Homemakers
8:15 p.m. This is free and open
Mr. Meier received a degree
to the public.
Club will meet at the home of
in production management
Paula Palmer at 1 p.m.
and engineering from the
Exhibits of stained glass by
University of Evansville. He is
of
Chapter
Williams
Brocton,
N.
Dennis Weeks,
J.
vice president of Big Bear
the
of
Daughters
Mass., and of photography by the United
Resort and Marina at Benton.
Mark Duane Sawrie, Valley Confederacy will meet at 1:30
The bride-elect is the grandHalene
Dr.
Station, will open today and
p.m. at the home Of
daughter of Mrs. Daniel H.
Shipley,
continue through Oct. 26 at the H. Visher with Karen
Caldemeyer of Evansville,'
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine to present the program.
Ind., and the groom-elect is
Arts Center, Murray State
the grandson of Richard E.
University.
Board of Directors of the
Meier and David Orr, both of
County
Evansville, Ind.
Homemakers Clubs will Murray-Calloway
The wedding vows will be
meet as follows: New Pro- Mental Health and Mental
read on Saturday, Oct. 18, in
vidence with Iva Mae Allbrit- Retardation is scheduled to
New Harmony's Roofless
ten, Paris Road with Robbie meet at 3 p.m. at the center on
Church,Evansville,Ind.
Blalock, and ColdwIater with- Main Street.
Mrs. Dewey Bazzell, all at 1
Greater Paducah Chapter of
p.m.; Countryside with WanParents Without Partners Will
da Henry.
have a coffee at the hem(' of
Senior Citizens will meet as
Faye Branch, 523 Anderson,
follows: Hazel Center and
Mayfield,at 7 p.m.
Douglas Center from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m.; Ellis Center from 10
' Women ot the Oaks Country
a.m. to 3 p.m.; Douglas Center
Club will have a luncheon at 12
at 9:30 a.m.
Thirty-one junior and senior
noon at the club with Linda
white and Marsha Hargrove girls of Murray High School
United
First
of
Circles
as chairmen. Bridge will be were recently initiated at a
Methodist Church Women will
played at 9:30 a.m. with candlelight pinning ceremony
meet as follows: Maryleona
into the Murray High Tr Peggy Noel as hostess.
Frost at Boston Tea Party at 9
Alpha, a YMCA -sponsored
a.m.; Bessie tucker with Mrs.
Frye, political service club.
David
Conrad Jones and Alice
humorist, will lecture at 8
They were Leigh Furches,
Waters at Church at 9:30
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium, Susan Kurz, Marilee
a.m.; Faith Doran at church
Murray State University. Ad- McMullin, Karin Parker,
at 2 p.m.
mission will be $1 for students Lynn Poston, seniors; Carol
and $2 for others.
Beaman,Tracey Beyer, Patsy
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
Crawford, Cindy Darnell,
Methodist
United
First
Ford, Lonna Furr,
Church will be at Triangle Inn
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Sharlissa
Paulette Kelly,
at 8 a.m.
Kappa is scheduled to meet to- Angie Hale,
Thais l.anning, Lynn
day.
Loberger, Wendy Lovett, KelMothers Morning Out will be
ly Lovins, Bettie Moore, Erin
at 9 a.m, at the First United
Quilting Bee will be at 1 p.m. O'Brien, Kellie Overbey, Pam
Methodist Church.
at The Homeplace-1850, Land Padgett, Kathy Roberts,
Between the Lakes.
Cheryl Rose, Lisa Russell,
Ruth Warren Group of SinkGina Shipley, Natalie Simping Spring WMU will meet in
Hazel Senior Citizens will son, Carol Spann, Theresa
the home of Judy Smotherman
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Suiter, Tina Swift, Sandra
at 7 p.m.
the Hazel Center with lunch at Whaley, Jodi Martin,juniors.
The club president, Shari
11:45 a.m.
Groups of First Christian
Crafton, welcomed the new
Church CWF will meet as
members. Chaplain Tammy
follows: I in the home of Mrs.
Douglas Center will be open
Woodfin Hutson at 10 a.m. from 10 a m. to 2 p.m. for acwith Dr. Farouk Umar as tivities by the Senior
Citizens
speaker; Ill in the home of
with lunch at 12 noon.
Mrs. Corinne McNutt at 7:30
p.m. with Mrs. Norman Hale
Bible Overview will meet in
The opening conce, I the.
to have the program.
the high school class room,
,
education building, First Paducah Symphoi.., OrChurch
Baptist
First
chestra 1980-1981 Season is
Christian Church,at.6:30 p.m.
Women's Groups will meet as
scheduled for Sunday, Oct. 19,
follows: I with Mrs. Graves
at 3:30 p.m. in Jetton
United
First
the
of
Men
Jetton
on
Auditorium
Hendon at 9 a.m. and II with
at
meet
will
Church
Methodist
Boulevard, South 10th Street,
Mrs. E. C. Jones at 2 p.m.
to
go
to
church
the
at
p.m.
4:30
Paducah.
Reelfoot Lake for a dinner at
Dr. Gerald L. Welker will
to
and
Boyette's Restaurant
conduct the program conWorkshop in oil painting will
visit the rural Ministry Center sisting of Bach -Suite No.3 in
be from Ito 4 p.m. at the Murthere.
D Major, Vaughan Williamsray Art Guild.
Fantasia On a Theme by
Thomas Tallis, and BratunsSymphony No. 4 in E Minor,
Op.98
Tickets for this event at $6
for adult and $3 for students,
are available at Key Note
Music Store, 607 Broadway;
Murray High and Calloway rendering services, to the
Conrad's, Paducah Mall; CityCounty High School Chapters school and community.
County Arts Council; and
Points are given for each of
of the Future Homemakers of
Music
McBrayer-Whitby
with
activities
different
the
11
America were two of the
Center, Lone Oak Road.
an
be
to
required
255
points
honor roll chapters named in
Tax deductible contributhe First Region of the FHA, Honor Roll Chapter and 275
tions may be sent to the
according to I.ee Ann Har- points for a Perfect Chapter.
Paducah Sympony Orchestra,
The certificates were given
rison, Region I Honor Roll
P. 0. Box 2242, Paducah, Ky
out at the recent fall regional
Chairman.
42001.
Other chapters named were meeting.
Fulton County, Heath, Hickmman, Lowes, Reidland, Fancy
Farm, Farmington, Fulton City, and Symsonia, with the latter four being named perfect
chapters.
Miss Harrison said to be an
honor roll chapter, a chapter
must fulfil requirements and
have activities that carry out
the ideas of FHA.
Activities should include
having all members involved,
working to promote worldwide brotherhood, working to
understanding
promote
between youth and adults, and

Candlelight—

"Reading is to the mind WEST
as exercise is to the body " •Q 9 2
•42
Richard Steele

Vows 7'o Ile At Church

•AK7432
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EAST
•10 8 4 3
•76
•10 9 8 6
•KQ3

Declarer must exercise
SOUTH
•AKJ
his mind if he wants to
A K 1410 8 3
•
make today's game. The
•(4
lazy play is to rely on a win•A 7 5
ning finesse. The thoughtful
Vulnerable: Both Dealer:—
play removes the need for
South The bidding:
any finesse.
Using modern methods.
South leaps directly to game South West North East
Pass
2 NT
Pass
411'
after North's negative
l'ass
Pass
Pass
response. With slightly less 1 y
playing strength, South can
Opening lead - Diamond
bid three hearts and North king
may pass with a worthless
bust.
Why depend on even monDeclarer ruffs the second
ey finesses when it costs
considers
diamond and
nothing to first try the
drawing trumps and relying
clubs?
finesse.
spade
on a winning
This is the lazy plan and
earns exactly what it
Bid with Coro
deserves The finesse loses
a
gets
defense
and the
South holds: 10-13-B
spade, a diamond and two
al,.t4 92
clubs.
V42
The best plan is to ruff
•A K 7 4 3 2
the second diamond, play
•J 9
only one high trump and
then play the ace and one North South
2•
club (if two trumps are 1 W
played, and a defender held 3•
three trumps, he could kill
ANSWER: Three no trump
Culilerneyer
hiss
the dummy prematurely by No guarantees with this one
winning the second club and and a pass might well be best
—to iced Richard Orr
leading a third trump).
Game should make about 35
East wins the second club percent of the time and the
to a spade to sixth diamond makes it worth
'
and shifts
South's ace. Now one more a shot.
--high trump is played and
.
send bridge questions to The Ace,
then a third round of clubs.
DO Box 12363, Dallas Texas 75225
East wins his king, but the with self-addressed. stamped envelop,
game is safe.
for reply
East continues with
another spade. but there is
Campbell gave the devotion, reception for the new
no need to finesse. Declarer
Punch
members.
COUNT LOLLIPOPS
and
cake
the
in
Other officers assisting
wins leads a trump too
.were
the
by
served
Help makes counting the
officers.
Stout,
pinning were Elizabeth
dummy's jack and the spade
The Murray High Tr -Alpha
Christine
vice-president;
jack is discarded on days until Christmas more fun
for the kids by creating a
Grogan, secretary; and meets each first and third
dummy's high club.
Monday night at the school to
lollipop tree. One lollipop can
Claudia Billington, treasurer.
•
I0-13-A
NORTH
be eaten each day and the
At the conclusion of the plan and carry out projects of
5
6
7
•
children can count those roceremony, the club sponsor, service for the school and
•J 9 5
maining to know how long
Mary Ann Russell, directed a community.
*J 5
they'll have to wait for Santa.
•10 8 6 4 2

Ceremony For New Members Held
By Murray High School Tr -Alpha

Symphony
Concert Is Sunday

$ .15, 9:20

C14411

Tuesday. Oct. 14
Style show,sponsored by the
Specialty Shop, will be held at
7 p.m. at the meeting of the
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly Club at the
Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets.

Murray And Calloway
FHA Chapters Honored

in
tomorrow's
Homecoming
addition of
The Min ray
Ledger and Times
for our Homecoming Specials!

Down the

arden Pathi
2:2
•

.:,;•;•:•;•;•;•;•;•:•;•:•:•;•:,;:::• By mgg,w,p,ww/AMS
amazed when I first
Have you ever thought of
growing banana trees in your
discovered that it didn't need
yard? They are decorative, any more protection. They
waving
fronds
long
their
are easy to pull up,since their
with
roots do not spread out very
in the summer breeze. And if
far and are very shallow.
you are lucky you may find a
bunch of bananas appearing
It is an interesting plant,
and several of them planted
to add to the interest.
The picture which accom- around a swimming pool, for
panies this article, shows my
instance, make an unusual •
great-granddaughter holding
picture. They are alway&
pretty as specimen plants or
a fully develcped hunch of
gs groups of greenery. A
fruit, but the season is not
quite long-- enough td -allow-- - banana tree is interesting all
them to reach the point where summer, and when the pod
forms that contains the fruit,
they will ripen.
They are interesting planLs, it is especially intriguing to
watch the pod slowly open
and like so many others will
do well if given half a chance. and the bananas begin to
The stalk is shallow rooted, emerge.
There are not too many
and heat or dryness doesn't
grown in this area, and it is a
seem to hurt it in the least. In
fact the long hot days of the pity- as they are of such easy
past summer.seemed to help culture and give so much
them grow and develop. If the pleasure. They reach a height
same weather conditions of about nine feet and are
aich a pretty shade of green.
could last a little longer the
little bananas would probably They will grow in places
where you don't have room
be ready to eat.
The tree must be pulled up for a shrub, and small anin late fall to avoid being kilt- nuals can be grown around
ed by the chill of winter. the base. Things like ImpaAround each plant are small tiens or small begonias. Porsprouts that can be planted in tulaca or small Zinnias - All
the spring, and before the end would be lovely to add color.
One requirement, is sun,
of next summer will become
full sun, for they are tropical
tall trees.
plants and thrive on the"sort
The old stalk with its clingof summer we have just exing sprouts can be stored
perienced.
under the house. Just toss it
in the crawl-space under the
house and it is perfectly safe
throughout the winter. I was

Meeting Is Tonight
The Jackson Purchase Chapter of the Kentucky Archaeological Association will meet tonight (Monday) at 7
p.m. at the Purchase Area Development District Office,
Highway 45 North, Mayfield.
All interested persons are invited and for information call
753-9554.
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ALPHA DELTA KAPPA WEEK - Calloway County ludge-Executive Robert 0.
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Alpha Delta Kappa it an international honorary sorority for women educators.
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B&PW Program Is
r!) HEALTH
----November Wedding Planned -Many causes of anemia
Given, Ms. Broach

.CORN, JR

The Murray Business and
Profewonal Women's Club
met on Thursday, Sept. 18, at
the lake cottage of Miss Betty
Lou Hill. A potluck dinner was
served.
Miss Beth Broach was the
guest speaker. She is a
physical education teacher at
Murray Middle School, is a
graduate of Murray State
University, received her M.A.
Degree from University of
Tennessee and is also a
former Girl Scout Executive.
The program was 'walking
for exercise'. Many pointers
were given on why we should
walk — not just diet.
Literature was passed out on
"warm-up" exercises.
Sara Harrell, was a guest of
Carrie Beale.
attending
Members
were: Elaine Brown, Evelyn
Lockhart, Laura Jenninis,
Linda Carter, Ola Mae
Roberts, Minnie Craig, Rubye
Pool, Betty Lou Hill, Brenda
Rowland, Madelle Talent.
Laurin Doran, Billie Farley,
Mildred Ragsdale, Janice McClard, Euple Ward, Kathy
Hodge, Connie White, Frances
Whitnell, Carrie Beale and
Bobbie Waters, president.
Linda Carter, Chairman of
National Business Women's
Week; announced activities
planned for the Murray Club
during observance week; Oct.
19-25. 1980.
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Beth Broach
Announcement of the Club's
"Woman of the Year" will be
at the Prayer Breakfasi.pn
Oct. 19 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Boston Tea Party.
A special luncheon will be
held at the Colonial house,
Wednesday, Oct. 22,from 11 to
2 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 23, will be
the dinner meeting at tht
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m
Guest will be Mrs. Helen
Hodges who will entertain
with a "book review'.
All members and guests are
asked to please plan to attend
the weeks' activities, Mrs.
Waters said.

Mr and Mrs. Ray Denny of
Dextei Route 1 and Mr. and
Mrs. Cacil Thurmond of Murray Rdute 1 announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter
and son, Miss Mary Ellen Denny and Gary Wade Thurmond.
The btide-to-be, a 1979
graduate of Calloway County
High Schonl, httended Murray
State Univetsity.. She is
presently employed at the Majestic Steak House, Murray.
The groom-elect, a 1975
graduate of Calloway County
High School, is presently
employed at the General Tire
and Rubber Company,
Mayfield, and is also a self
employed farmer.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Nov. 8, at 7
p.m. at the Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church with
the Rev. Eulas Greer officiating. A reception will
follow at the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Ceremonv

Members of Chapter M of
the P.E.O. Sisterhood met in
the home of the president,
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette on Monday evening, Oct. 6. Mrs. L. J.
Hortin assisted the hostess
. and during the social hour
refreshments of angelfood
cake and ice cream with
strawberries were served on
lace doily covered trays.
Messages from various
state officers were read by
several of the members. Mrs.
Hortin reported on the progress of the application for a
grant in Continuing Education.
Mrs. Gene E. Hendon, a
former member of Chapter M,
' now living iii' Germany, was a
guest and brought news of her
family.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie
presented a humorous program on "The Total Depravity
of Inanimate Things."
The Chapter's annual Stitching and Stirring Auction
was conducted for the benefit
of P.E.O. Educational Projects.
Members present other than
those 'previously mentioned
were Miss Ann Herron, Dr.
Joan Maupin, and Mesdames
Lewis Bossing, Maurice P.
Christopher, Olga Freeman,
Hugh L. Oakley, John C.
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ids by creating a
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There are many causes for
anemia Your bone marrow
may not produce enough red
blood cells. Or some people
have an increased rate of
destruction of red blood cells,
These cells live about 120

IL'11 Speaker 70
Be 1)r. llottiml

ir information call

The annual Fairris Reunion Burton and Benjie, Mr. and
was held on Sunday, Oct. 5, at Mrs. Homer Fairris, Mr. and
the Ellis Community Center.
Mrs. James Kindred, Mr. and
A basket dinner was served Mrs. Clifford Fairris, Mr. and
at the noon hour. The group Mrs. Napoleon Parker, Mr.
planned to hold a reunion each and Mrs. Robert (Jack) Lamfirst Sunday in October.
pkins, and Mrs. Burton
Present for the reunion were Rhodes, all from Murray.
the following:
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Duncan
Mr. and Mrs. Keys Fairris,
and Patty, Dexter; Mr. and
Mrs. Lexie Morton, Danny,
Mrs. Lester Fairris, Mr. and
Jimmie, and Jana Willians,
Quertermous, Harry M. Tena Housden, W.0. Hatcher, Mrs. Carves Paschall; Mrs.
Sparks,Frank A. Stubblefield, Mr. and Mrs. Fulton Young, Ruth Lawrence, Mrs. Vera
Stewart, and Lee Fairris, all
Lawrence Philpot, and John
Mrs. Pete Neale, Mr.and Mrs.
of Paris, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
W.Twomey.
Jack Wallis and Coley, Mr.
The next regular meeting af,, and Mrs. Larry Weatherford Luther Fairris, Big Sandy,
Tenn.; Mrs. Leona Townsend,
the Chapter will be en Nov. 3.
and sons, Mr. and Mrs. Dudley
Mrs. Eunice Stewart, and
Mrs. Jewell Nance, Puryear,
Term.; Mrs. Murmon Davis,
Mrs. Madeline Amox, Miss
Daisy Orr, Miss Arnie Orr,
Mrs. Flossie Broach, and
Charles Broach, all of
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TUMMY TWISTER
Here's a stomach-flattening
exercise that's fun to do. Lie
flat on your back with legs extended, arms down the center
of your body. At the same
time, raise upper body
(without arching your back)
and bend knees, sliding feet
forward, toward buttocks. As
you curl upward, twist upper
torso toward the right, extending both arms. Return to
starting.

Beayty Pageant To Be
At Princeton School
The fourth annual Miss Mid
South Beauty Pageant and
talent competition will be held
Sunday, Oct. 26, at the
Caldwell County Middle
School auditorium, Princeton.
Registration is at 1:30 p.m.
with competition beginning at
2 p.m.
There will be three
categories; beauty, talent and
photogenic. You may enter
one or all of the events. The
competition will have five age
divisions for contestants 2
through 18 years of age. The
contestants age 2 through 11
may model long or short

dresses. Age 12 through 18 will
model long dresses.
Talent and photogenic competition is open to both boys
and girls. Talent is limited to
one to four minutes with no
fireacts allowed.
Trophies will be presented
to the top five in beauty, top
three in talent and first place
in each of the five age divisions in photogenic. The
overall winner will receive a
savings bond.
Entries will be accepted at
the door. For more informa.
tion, contact Debbrah Hooks,
Route 2, Eddyville, KY 42038
or phone, 1-545-3263.

days and need to be constantly she should avoid
salt in her
replaced Then, of course, diet Do you Hunk she
should
sonic people are anemic be on a special
diet'
because of blood loss That
DEAR READER
Your
can be a small gradual loss doctor is
telling you that your
that you are unaware of This wife has a
is one reason why women in which we callweakened heart
heart
the childbearing years tend to involves the left failure It
side of the
require more iron
heart. Because the heart canPeople who are physically not pump all the
blood out
inactive tend to have lower that comes from the
lungs to
blood counts. However. if you the heart, the blood
backs up
exercise a lot and have been in the lungs Fluid seeps
out of
inactive you may destroy a lot the blood vessels into the
air
of old cells rapidly and it may sacs and that's
what causes
take three weeks for your the fluid in the lungs.
It can
bone marrow to adjust to the also cause shortness
of breath
increased need to produce
Most patients with such a
more red blood cells.
problem are treated with one
Your blood cells and the of the digitalis
preparations
many factors that are This medicine strengthens
the
involved in causing different contractions of the heart
musanemias are discussed in The cle and enables it to
pump
Health Letter number 4-3, blood better This may lead to
Understanding the Anemias clearing of the lungs
which I am sending you. Oth- • Yes, in most instances
absoers who want this issue can lute adherence to a
low-salt
send 75 cents with a long, diet is important.
Some -docstamped, self-addressed enve- tors also give diuretics to help
lope for it to me in care of this wash out the salt and
water,
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, thereby helping to clear the
Radio City Station, New York, lungs.
NY 10019.
It depends a lot on the indiGood nutrition is important vidual case as to how good the
in preventing a slight anemia response will be, but in
many
as are regular exercise and cases providing the
proper
good living habits.
digitalis will strengthen the
DEAR DR. LAMB — heart enough for a person to
Recently my wife became ill. return to a relatively normal
She's 72 years old. I took her activity.
to the family doctor and he
Your wife's loss of'energy is
said she has fluid on her lungs. because of her poor circulaShe's lost her appetite and tion You need good circulaenergy
tion to deliver adequate
• I asked our doctor what amounts of oxygen to your
caused it and he said her heart tissues. The oxygen is necescould not pump the blood to sary to break down the foods
the brain. Would you please at the cellular level to release
explain this ailment' He said energy for normal function.

Style Show Planned
A style show by The Specialty Shop, 416 Main Street, will
sponsor a style show at the regular meeting of TOPS ( take off pounds sensibly) to be held Tuesday, Oct. 14, at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway -County Health Center, North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Fashions in Plus siZes will be shown by the members. All
interested persons are invited to attend, according to a club
spokesman. Meetings of the club are held each Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Health Center.

AAUff/Plans Meet
The Murray Branch of the American Association of
University Women will meet Tuesday, Oct. 14, at 7:15 p.m. at
the home of the president, Melodean Hicks. in Hardin.
A program on "Educational Aspects of Death and Dying"
will be presented by Dr. Glen Hendfen.
Prospective members are welcome, Mrs. Hicks said. For
more information or to arrange for a ride, call 753-4683 or 7536640.
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Speaking this week at the
United Campus Ministry Luncheon on Wednesday, Oct. 15,
will be Dr. Charles Howard, a
•••••
physician from Mayfield. He
is also the chairman of the
Murray State University
Board of Regents. He will
speak to the group about the
Board, and will then open it
for questions and discussion.
Mayfield.
The
United
Campus
Mrs. Marie Jackson,
Paducah; Mrs. Cheryl Jenger Ministry luncheons are held
and Ray Coursey, Almo; Mrs. every Wednesday at 12:30
Juanita Sloan, Rodckledge, p.m. in the Ordway ConFla.; Mrs. Zenobia Grooms, ference Room at MSU. The
Coco Beach, Fla.; Mrs. Bever- cost of the meal is $1.50.
ly Robinson, Marion, Ill.; Mr. Faculty, students, and other
and. Mrs. James Chumley, interested persons are enDecatur, Ala.; Mrs. Ruble couraged to attend th s inforTaylor,'Lynn Grove; Chesley mal luncheon. For moi e information call, 753-3541.
Fairris, Hazel.

Iliss Ilarr Ellen Denny
Thurmond
(ma Gun. ir

Fairris Reunion Held Here

FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 14, 1980
What kind of day will tomor- LEO
row be? To find out what the (July 23 to Aug.22) ti2*RQ
stars say, read the forecast
Creative pursuits are
given for your birth Sign.
favored. Local visits have
romantic overtones. Have a
ARIES
good time in the evening, but
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 4Y8
avoid any unnecessary spenA cultural event could lead ding.
to a romantic introduction. VIRGO
New depths reached with ex- (Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
isting ties. Watch carelessness
You'll enjoy making purin p.m.
chases for the home. You
TAURUS
might think about cleaning
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
house and disposing of some
You'll gain financing for im- old items.
portant work projects. The job LIBRA
is absorbing now. Watch ( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) .fLra
—
credit-card spending and exYou speak with greater
travagance.
authority. Others will take
GEMINI
notice. Financial considera( May 21 to June 201
tions affect your outlook.
A time to put new zest into Watch gossip.
existing relationships. Stars
favor romance and particular- SCORPIO
ly ventures with a special per- (Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Buy a gift for someone. Do
son.
preparatory work for a new
CANCER •
career venture. New insights
(June 21 toJuly 22)
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Smooth sailing indicated in on financial matters, but cace
Jenny Wilson of Puryear, job and family interests. A needed in spending.
Tenn., has been dismissed change around home base. SAGITTARIUS
from the Henry County Safeguard your health. Guard (Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
Social life is active. PowerHospital, Paris,Tenn.
against a tendency to overdo.
ful people enter your orbit. A
career plan though may be
far-fetched. Seek realistic
goals.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Behind-the-scene factors affect career strivings. You'd be
wise to keep much to yourself.
Don't let the cat out of the bag.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 1
-:
4••:_.
A friend alters your viewpoint. Yes, there is much to
ponder now. Stay away from
unsound financial ventures.
Enjoy cultural pursuits.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
. Progress in business and
career, but you may change
your views about a certain
matter. Develop firmness of
purpose.
YOU BORN TODAY tend to
be expedient, yet your
greatest success will come
with the development of a
,;11r
sense of responsibility and
moral purpose. With a set of
principles to guide you, you'll
---./
achieve success in both
business and the arts. You can
With EoGh Fish 'n Chips you get:
write, teach, lecture and act.
Fish
Fillets
•3 Delicious
You dislike routine work and
•Golden Brown French Fries
are likely to inject something
• 2Southern-Style Hush Puppies
new and innovative into that
which is established. You can
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY
handle large enterprises and
may have a flair for design,
promotional work, real estate
and brokerage. Birthdate of:
Dvngh(
president; e.e. cummings,
odpoet; and Lillian - Glatt, actress.

.he Kentucky Ar;ht (Monday) at 7
nt District Office,

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
My
DEAR DR LAMB
doctor told me that I am
slightly anemic but he didn't
tell me why or give me any
medicine for it Will this
cause me any trouble" What
causes an anemia" I'm 58
years old and have always
been in good health
DEAR READER — Evidently your doctor didn't think
the degree of anemia that you
have is very significant or he
would have done more about

Sisterhood Chapter Holds
Meet At LaFollette Home

cr LOLLIPOPS

Church

Also Available
at mICHIELSON'S
in Mayfield

FREE
WINS PRIZE — Neil Lax, a second grade student in Karen Crick's room at North
Calloway Elementary School, was the winner of the giant teddy bear given in last
week's drawing for magazine sales for the school.

ifadesboro Club To hold Meeting
Paula' Palmer will be
hostess for the meeting of the
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
to be held Wednesday, Oct. 15,
at 1 p.m. at her home on the
Penny-Airport Road.
. All members are urged to
attend, a club spokesman
said.
At the September meeting
held at the home of Betty
Palmer, the major lesson on
"Children and Drugs" was
presented by Paula Palmer.
She also gave the minor lesson
on "Meals For One Or Two."

Ruby Burchett presented
the lesson on "The Look of
Fall for 1980" and also presided at the meeting. Jewel
Lawson gave the devotion
reading from Psalms 1:18-24.
Four visitors present were
Jewel Byrd, Lisa Tabers,
Karen Tabers, and Mrs.,
Daniel Feagin.
Other members present
were Opha Culver, LaVerna
Hardie, Sue Miller, Dixie
Palmer, Judy Cunningham,
Gusts Conner, Audra Futrell,
Gladys Mitchell, and Debbie
Burchett.

Yes, we're
slashed the
prices on oil our
bonded Diamond Solitaires
Values 5250.00 to S6,000.00

NOW

Buy or Layaway
any single
diamond of
S200 or more 'Is
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NOTICE
The "Custom framer" must
have your Framing Order
in by Nov. 1 st...
to be sure we have it out
by Christmas.
Don't forget, Nov. 1 st is the Deadline.
Dr. Betty Hinton will be available for consultation
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. From 8:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

Pose for a beautiful momenta
at

"CUSTOM FRAMER"

Artcraft
Photography

•

Portraits, Wedding Frames
One Day P•rt.;.-ssii-vg. .
1BSO:121h 1=-753-1M15.
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Our Freedom Safeguards Your Freedom
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U. Col. Gene E. Hendon, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carnie Hendon, has been
awarded the Air Force Commendation
Medal while stationed at lamir,
Turkey. He is a dental surgeon.

Cs

rioances.
all ma
_

Deaths reported include Elbert
Prince, 86, Lexie Ward, 77, and Mrs.
Cora C. Chambers,91.

•
National Newspaper Week. The theme
di. the week is "Our Freedom Safeguards Your
Freedom." And this is an editorial about having
a free press and having a tree nation. .
Some people outside the newspaper business,
and some people inside it, too, seem to think that
the two concepts, free press, free nation, are
separate. Some seem to forget that the first
amendment belongs to everybody, that the' way
to preserve it is 10 preserve a free press.
You don't Toilet the meaning of the first
amendment when you're !jiving in Kansas,
writing - editorials. It's likely, when you're in
-Kansas, that you'll think a bit about William
Allen White of Emporia when you set out to
write In editorial on a free press. Mr. White is
the most obvious of all editors when on*e 'appeals to revered authority." He said it all much
better than any of us can say it today.
But, we have to keep trying. We can still make
reference to what our resered editor had to say,
and we start with what he had to say in 1922, in
an edituriartharwors him a Pulitzer prize. The
editorial was called "To an Anxious Friend," and
it's now a standard, right there in the anthologies
alongside 'What's the Matter with Kansas?" and
"Mary White."
He wrote "To an Anxious Friend" in response
to a friend, one who had taken issue with White's
defense of railway strikers. Such a defense was
not a popular position to take, not in goad old
conservative 1922 Kansas. Mr. White told his
friend this, among other things:
"You say that freedom of utterance is not for
time of stress, and I reply with the sad truth that
only in time of stress is freedom of utterance in
danger. No one questions .it in. calm days,
because it is not needed. . . Peace is gold. But if
you are interested in peace through force and
without free discussion -- that is to say, free utterance decently and in order your interest in
Justice is slight. And peace without justice is
tyranny, no matter how you may sugar-coat it
wIth expediency "
This is

How those words have been quoted! They
belong to what we might call "the grand tradition
of newspaper freedom,'the tradition that began
when _a trouble-making editor from England
named Benjamin Harris- came to America and
published, for one day, a newspaper that bore
the striking name of Publick Occurrences, Both
Forreign and Domestick. It seems reasonable to
assume that William Allen White knew about
Harris', that he knew about James Franklin's battle with colonial and religious authoritarianism,
about John Peter Zenger's eight Months in jail,
about Tom Paine and "the times that try ran's
souls,' about the.editors who were imprisoned in
the Alien and Sedition Acts controversy, about
William Cullen Bryant calling for the right of
workmen to saike, about Horace Greeley
prevailing upon Lincoln to free the slaves, about
the muckrakers pointing angry fingers at the injustice of their times. White, like all good
newspaper editors, knew the meaning of
freedom: In his newspaper, a decade before "To
ad Anxious Friend," he had defended the
Socialist leader, Eugene V. Debs;and the right of
Debs to speak his mind.
. . free speech in the end harms no one,"
White wrote. "In the case of Mr. Debs the good
his speech does and the harm it does depend en-'
tircly upon the amount of truth there is in it. The
error in it ultimately poisons the whole speed:.
This is true of the free press, as well as free
speech. It is true of the propaganda of every
movement or Cause, political, commercial, or
religious. Error poisons itself. Its triumph is
short-lived.'
In that same editorial White wrote about the
people in Kansas who were attempting to throttle
Fred Warren, editor of the Appeal to Reason,
that storm center of catty century Kansas. He
repeat'ed what he had said about Eugene Debs:.if
there was poison in the Appeal to Reason it
would reveal itself with the need to curb Fred
Warren.

The Story Of
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Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy sad Kerby Jennings
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Jubilation was provided in a pre-holiday ambrosia of industrial
potential when the Chamber of Commerce generously dished out
information the Eli Lilly Company, a biochemical manufacturer,
had under serious consideration a 200-acre site for a new plant
where water drilling exploration got underway Dec. 5, 1966. Biochemical manufacturing with its inherent clean process of production and experimental laboratories was compatible within the
cultural capacities of Murray St'ate University. It was a Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year in the offing.
Scarcely had the jubilant shock waves ebbed before a second
joyous happening was released by the ebullent James Johnson of
the Chamber of Commerce in the announcement a $9 million
graphite plant, General Carbon & Graphite of Louisville, would
be constructed in Murray within a year. Later assurance for construction was implemented with the information a 41
/
2 million
building loan had been secured from the federal government. An
estimated 175 employees would be hired at the outset of pr
Jubilation was generally manifest, however not in compa
n with
the Lilly announcement. Graphite manufacture entails a pollutant factor far greater than the customary release by the average
industrial operation. This writer was not alone in questioning the
advisability of a oil coke plant nor in warning sponsors what to
expect in a graphite manufactory. However, sponsors greater
int,rei3ted in economic wellbeing were in the vast majority. Now
that it is known the Murray plant never materialized, it would be
appropriate to point out at this time the Eastern Kentucky site of
the plant is being assailed from all sides for its pollutant factor.
On the last day of the year, 1966, Dr. F. E. Crawford, D.D.,
'died at his Main Street home after an extended illness. The World
War I veteran had practiced dentistry for 41 years in addition to
becoming affiliated with the Bank of Murray as a member of the
board. He was buried in City Cemetery.
1967
Jubilation over the successes in getting what appeared to be
cinches in two new industrial plants was sufficient to distract the
problems of the nation engaged in fateful combat of an indestructible jungle enemy in Vietnam, determination as to the use of daylight
saving time in Kentucky split by a time zone, increase in postage
stamps, students marching in protest, increasing TVA energy rates
7 to 9 per cent, racial strife of titanic intensity in Detroit and
elsewhere—all of which affected the people of Calloway County.
The loss of prominent persons through death, as is to be expected,
took its normal toll, however a special void appeared to have been
created in the year of 1967 that has failed to be filled by dynamic
leadership until this day of 1980. Perhaps the old breed inspired
at the Male and Female Institute has. permanently departed the
scene, in addition to the diminishment of the younger breed who
inherited the mortar board cementing quality from their forebears.
No contention is held that the material world of Calloway has not
been enhanced, far more than any of the counties in the entire area,
the most bumble -of our people today live in a king'f-boa-Z—.i.
far greater than Midas of Phrygia.
To Be Continued

Our William Allen White has been dead for
going on 40 years. What he would have said
about recent attacks upon the press no one
knows, but it's reasonable to assume that he, like
a good many others, would have stormed in
righteous wrath against the attempts by public
officials, by courts, by'People high in the government to throttle the press, to "kill the
messenger," that agency which frequently bears
ill tidings. There is little doubt that Wliite would
• have argued that it was the war in Vietnam that
should be condemned, not the press, those involved in the Watergate coverup that should be
condemned, not the press.
White had entered the newspaper beSinell in
Emporia knowing that the public would not
always like what he wrote. He knew that a free.press was one of the few ways in which the
people could make their opinions known. "If the
good, honest, upright, God-fearing, law-abiding
pqople of any community desire to bareflected in
the world, they must see that their private
opinion is public opinion," he wrote. "They must
stand by the editors who believe as they do.'
The public, the readers of newspapers,
frequently forget the purpose of the press,
frequently forget what it would be like not -to
have. a .free press. Newspapers provide sports,
recipes, and comic pages, but these are marginal.
They are not the chief reasons that newspapers
-exist: The chief reasons reside in the name of that
first American newspaper, Publick Occurrences.
The grand tradition, to which William Allen
White and a great many other American editors
belong, is that of providing a full and honest
report of "publick occurrences," and esen
though some members of that "publick " might
be angered enough on occasion to want to kill the
messenger we milt preserve- a free American
press in order to preserve a free nation.
. .,
.
'

Army Private David Edward McGinnis, spn of Mr. and Mrs. M. D. McGinnis, has completed eight weeks of basic
[caning at Fort Knox and is now taking
advanced study there.
,

Kip Mason,Ellen Teitioff, and Sharon
Moore of Murray High School will participate in the Quad State String Orchestra Festival at Murray State
University on Oct. 19.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Bell on Oct. 9.
The New Providence Riding Club
held a banquet at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord to celebrate its championship of the West Kentucky
Horseman's Association for the third
straight year. J. T. Todd is the newly
elected president of the club.

20 Years Ago

The paving of Industrial Road has
gotten underway with highway department crews leveling the road and
widening it in some places.
Deaths reported include L. C.(Cleve)
Ross,74.
Dr. J. B. Dover of Hazel was elected
to the Board of Directors of the First
District of the Kentucky Association of
Chiropractors at the meeting held at
Paducah.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Junior Outland, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

Danny Wells, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Smith, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Woods, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Wesley Russell.
George Hart, president of the Bank of
Murray, spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Lions Club.
Boy Scout Troop 60 of Dexter will
have its first anniversary meeting on
Oct. 31. The troop has 19 members.
The eighth annual Murray College
High Fourth Grade Orchestra Night
will be held Oct. 13 in the third floor
music room of the school.

30 Years Ago
Hugh Meredith Arnett, Alfred Hugh
Murdock, Robert Melville Lamb, Jr.,
Richard Calvin Arnold, Chester Lewis
Pritchett, Joe Richard Nance, J. W.
Nichols, Franklin Otis Towery, and
Junior Skinner were selectees who left
by bus yesterday for the examination
and induction station at Owensboro, according to the office of Local Board No.
10 of the Selective Service.
Lions District Gov. Art Henry of
Russellville spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Lions Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. He was introduced by Deputy District Gov. W. Z. Carter
of Murray.

Births reported include a boy to*Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Thurman, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Otley White, and a girl to Mr..
and Mrs. Elmo Womack,all on Oct. 9.
A soap box derby will be held Saturday on South Sixth Street, according to
John Pocock and Murray Fire Chief
William Spencer who are supervising
the event.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Harrell have
returned home after a visit with their
daughter, Miss Joan Harrell, at Paxton, Ill.
. Alaska pink salmon is listed as selling
for 55 cents per can in the ad for
Roberts Grocery, Sycamore at South
Ninth Streets, Murray.

hEARTITIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a Problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I was told that my son
would be eligible for Railroad Retirement survivors benefits as a student
should something happen to me. Can
you give me some information on this?
H.S.
ANSWER: You are right. The
Railroad Retirement Act provides mon-

GIR.A1F1Fswir
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thly benefits for the minor, disabled or
student children of deceased railroad
employees insured under the Act.
Benefits to children attending school on
a full-time basis can continue until age
22.
Currently the average monthly
benefit paid to students by the board is
about $350.
For a student to be eligible, he or she
must be between 18 and 22 years old,
unmarried, and attending school on a
full-time basis. The deceased parent
must have been insured for survivors
benefits under the Railroad Retirement
Act. Dependent grandchildren of insured employees may also qualify for
annuities if both parents are deceased
or disabled.
A full-time student is defined as a student attending day or evening classes in
a course of study that lasts at least 13
weeks, and if the school considers the
student to be attending fulltime. In addition, if he or she attends a high school,
vocational school, or any educational
institution other than a junior college or
university, the student's rate of attendance must be at least 20 hours a week.

For more details, contact your
Railroad Retirement Board.
HEARTLINE: My brother is 59 years
old. He recently lost his sight totally
and permanently. The loss of his sight
was due to an injury obtained during
the Korean War. I will be handling most
of his affairs. I have had some conflicting information from two VA sources.
Can you tell me if blind veterans are
eligible for any special or additional
benefits? C.S.

Low Down
Senator Max Baucus (Monti ". .
Americans have an intuitive sense or
feeling that the Government is spending too much money on advertising
generally...
"We do not know how much Uncle
Sam is spending for advertising. The
reason is, very simply, that in all the
budgets submitted to Congress, there is
no line item for advertising or public
relations expense. All the advertising
that money presently is spent for these
days is built in, it is sandwiched in, it is

Letters To The Editor

Veterans'Thanks
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct. 13, the 287th
day of 1980. There are 79 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 13, 1775, the Continental Congress ordered the construction of a
naval fleet, therety launching the U.S.
Navy.
On this date:
In 1792, George Washington laid the
cornerstone of the executive mansion in
Washington, D.C.
Ten years ago, black activist Angela
Davis was arrested by the FBI in New
York in connection with a California
courtroom shootout
Five years ago, President Gerald R.
Ford signed a congressional resolution
providing for 200 American civilians to
monitor stations in the buffer zoni
between Israel and Egypt.
One year ago, Cambodia announced
its approval of a 30-nation effort to head
off massive starvation in that country.
Today's birthdays: British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher is 55.
Singer-songwriter Paul Simon is 38 and
singer Marie Osmond is 21.
Thought for today: ..Whin men van*
in this world is not rights but
privileges." -- H.1.. Mencken,
American editor (1880-1966).

Dear Editor
October 12-18 is National Newspaper
Week and I would like to take this opportunity to express, on behalf of the
Veterans Administration, my appreciation to you and your staff for your help
in providing up-to-date benefits information to the Veterans of Kentucky.
If it were not for the capable and
timely assistance of the newspaper
publishers and editors across the Commonwealth, it would be impossible for
us to keep Kentucky's 416,000 Veterans
informed of new laws and benefits
which impact so greatly on their lives.
If we can be of assistance to you at
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any time, please call Mr. Dennis DeSpain, my Community Relations
representative,at (502) 582-5803.
Thank you again for a job well done.
Sincerely,
E. L. Caduill
Director

Appreciation
Dear Editor
We had a very enjoyable celebration
of our plant dedication and birthday
party. We appreciate that you were
able to be with us on that important
day.
Fisher-Price appreciates its many
19-iend.s in 'Murray and we're glad so
many.of them-could be with us that day.
Our new molding plant means long
term growth for Fisher-Price in Murray and we enjoy being a part of it.
Thank you for helping us celebrate.
Sincerely,
Paul Kiesow
Plant Manager

Thai* You
Dear Editor:
During National Newspaper Week,
October 12-18, it's a pleasure for Ilse to
thank you for the job you and your sta
do in our community.
The Ledger & Times has enjoyed an
eventful history okservice. We wish you
contihued success in thy eighties.
inarely,
Marvin W.Orgill
District Manager

ANSWER: Blind veterans entitled to
compensation for a service connected
condition are eligible- for additional
benefits such as adjustment to blindness training, guide dogs, low vision
-aids, and talking books, tapes, and
braille literature that are available
from the Library of Congress.
HEARTLINE: Will Medicare pay for
the services of a dietician in my home?
D.R.
ANSWER: No.

By Joe Crump
padded within the various line items in
one place or another. We just do not
know where it is.
"GAO (General Accounting Office)
reported a couple of years ago to me
that they too, do not know how much we
are spending on advertising. . . I decided, that, since GAO said, we do not
know, and since the budgets do not in-:
dicate how much is being spent, I would
try to investigate this as well as
could...
"I have on my desk a cardboard box;
It is chock-full. It weights 40 pounds. It
is filled up with one item of each of the
various different peridocials, different
publications that HUD (Housing and
Urban Development) distributes. . .
Here is one little brochure entitled,
"Interoffice Safety Memo to the Entire
Staff." It notes 12 steps to office safety.
(Example) "Use ashtrays, never drop
ashes in wastebaskets."
"Here is another. . .This is called
International Bulletin. This is kind of
interesting, this big article that HUD
distributed somewhere, I do know, it
goes; "How to Get an Apartment in
Poland ".. . I did not know we were all
worried about that, but apparently
HUD,thinks so...
"Here is another, a big glossy print.
It is a kind of glossy report one would
expect to receive as a shareholder of
General Motors. This is from NASA
(National Areonauttcs and Space Administration). . We called NASA and
man said, "I am sorry, but you would
have to get an 18-wheeler iTruck) to
carry away one copy of all the publications NASA puts out...
••
Senator William Proxmir4(Wis.)"..
I think the Senator from Montana is
doing a marvelous job.. .1 used to be in
the printing business. The cost of the
paper, the reproduction, and the color
is very high..."
Senator Max Baucus (Mont.)"... My;
proposal is simply to cut the advertising budgets by 10 percent.. . But, this is
a problem we will have to take up next
year."
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOT COMMENT
Congressmen's staff should start
writing in each bill, the amount to be
spent for advertising and public relations. The blank-check approach is outdated.

••
••
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Dairy Prices Rise As Demand Lowers
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The national dairy industry $16.5 billion.
flexibility in the support price dairy industry will continue to
forecast for 1980-81 indicates
Dairy product supplies and programs," he said.
face weakening demand in
increased production, prices are increasing while
As retail prices of dairy pro- 1981 unless consumer purchasdecreased consumption and consumer demand for dairy ducts rise, Beck said, the ing power is bolstered.
higher prices.
products is declining.
"Despite a supply and 'deCommercial use of dairy
mand situation that would nor- products in 1980 may fall at
mally result in lower prices at least one billion pounds short
the farm level, milk prices of the 1979 record of 120,4
Education does not come on- and clothing," commented
will likely continue to increase billion pounds.
ly in the form of the proverbial Workman. "In fact, many
"Higher dairy prices and
during the 1980-81 marketing
'readin', ritin' and teachers have used the tours
year," said Robert Beck, Ex- the erosion of consumer purrithtnatic". It also comes by as a source of class projects,"
tension marketing specialist chasing power caused by in- experiencing those things
he noted.
in the University of Kentucky flation have reduced sales,"
whict are unfamiliar.
One of the highlights of the
College of Agriculture.
Beck said.
In November Louisville
The support price for
A sharp decline in cheese area school children will have tours will be a walk through
manufacturing grade milk consumption has affected the the opportunity to explore a the •'world's largest barn,"
was raised October 1 to bring demand for dairy products, new world. . . the world of where over 12,500 entries for
prices up to 80 percent of pari- Beck said. The present drop — livestock and farm life. The the Expo's many livestock
ty, the level required bylaw. A a sharp reversal from the past source of the exposure will be shows are stalled during the
similar increase is expected 19 years, during which cheese educational tours conducted two-week show. Also featured
next April.
onsumption increased 112 during the North American In- will be the WHAS-Stock Yards
Favorable prices, coupled percent — may be slowed as ternational Livestock Exposi- Bank Children's Barnyard, a
with increasing numbers of retail prices for beef, poultry tion (NAILE ), Nov. 8-22, at the rural American type petting
dairy cows and increased pro- and pork Increase. But even a Kentucky Fair and Exposition ZOO.
Additions to the tour this
duction per cow, point to con- turnaround in cheese sales Center.
spinning and
tinued expansion' of the milk would not reverse the general
School tours at the gigantic year will be
demonstrations,
supply, Beck said. Milk pro- decline in dairy product sales. exposition were initiated in weaving
CROWNS PRINCESS — Jeannie Wilson (left), Kentucky Dairy Princess, crowns 18-year-old Velvet
duction in 1980-81 is expected
Under the price support pro- 1978 and have drawn where children can see sheep
Morris as the new District 1 Dairy Princess. Miss Morris will now compete for the state title later.
to exceed 1979 production of gram, the government has thousands of children into an sheared, the fleece spun into
two to four percent, and could bought the surplus dairy pro- atmosphere they have never thread and the wool then
Miss Wilson was the district's princess last year.
garments.
reach or exceed the 1964 ducts as CCC purchases and experienced.
(Messenger Photo)
Harold fashioned into
has increased prices at the
record of 126.9 billion pounds.
Cowgirl tourguides will lead
Workman, General Manager
The milk-feed price ratio same time. But dairy pro- of the NAILE,said he is again the children through the
should remain favorable, even grams may come under close looking forward to the educa- educational and delightful
with expected increases in scrutiny by Congress when it tional tours as an activity of tours which also include a
feed prices during the coming drafts new farm legislation the Expo. "Children, especial- movie,-Meet What You Eat."
marketing year, Beck said. next year, Beck said.
Tour bookings are now open
ly those who have never been
"Feed prices are likely to in"With the industry in the in a rural setting before, can and teachers are encouraged
By JIM ABERNATHY
During an introductory people," Miss Morris told the
Following McClain's talk, crease because of continued midst of increased production,
benefit immensely 'from the to make reservations for their
Mayfield Messenger
speech, Miss Morris told the group.
Danny Elder was elected as a pressure in export demand decreased consumption and
tour. They can actually see, classes now, before the Oct. 31
News Editor
gathering of dairy farmers
The first rwmerup in the manufacturing director in the and the effects of adverse large CCC purchases, the law
touch, and learn about the deadline. Special busload
An 18-year old Murray State
and state ADA officials that contest was Pam Wilson of district. He replaces Albert
weather on feed grain produc- may be changed to allow more animals that supply our food rates are available.
Univeesity coed, who said she
even at a young age she was Fancy Farm.
Toon who asked that he not be tion," he said.
became known as "Daddy's
very inquisitive about the
The annual district meeting re-elected.
With the dairy price inLittle Helper" around the farm and dairy animals.
is held to inform dairy
The annhal meeting is co- creases and increased producfamily's dairy farm, was
She said it was in 1969 that farmers of new programs for sponsored by the ADA ladies tion, cash receipts for 1980
crowned the District Dairy her father constructed a new
their benefit, said Eric Mc- auxiliary.
should exceed the estimated
Princess Monday night.
dairy barn and from then on
ClaM, secretary-manager of
Velvet Morris, the daughter she became interested about the state ADA association.
of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Morris of
dairying.
"As Velvet said, dairy
Sedalia, will now represent
In 1972 she got her first farmers don't get the recognithe district and later compete "first-hand" experience in a
tion they deserve. The image
for the state Dairy Princess ti- dairy farm's operation when
you build with your programs
tle.
she and her uncle helped with
helps overcome these proWith the current land values cellent cover for idle land or
Miss Morris, a graduate of the milking in the absence of
blems."
being what they are and the
eroded soil. Many eroded
Sedalia High School, was her father'.
McClain said that the dairy amount of yearly taxes eating
hillsides have been brought
Their
crowned during the district
dairy herd, which industry is trying various new away at profits, a strong conback to a useful and producmeeting of the American numbered 17 animals in 1969, techniques to get the con- cern should be developed for
tive state by tree planting.
has grown to 70 cows now with
Dairy Association at Mayfield
sinner public's attention in the the erosion which removed
When soil washes away it is
several additions to the family
High School.
marketplace. One of those valuable soil from your land.
lost - protect it - erosion cost
Her crown was put in place
milk barn.
techniques is the use of
There will always be some
you land.
by the State Dairy Princess
"I've grown up with the
Muppet-type characters in its erosion of the land, but if a
To order your trees or for inJeannie Wilson, who was dairy business—the good and
advertising. Also the industry proper cover is established on formation concerning
plancrowned the District Princess the bad. A, dairyman and his is trying to alleviate an over the soil, erosion can be reducting, contact Albert Wilson,
about a year ago.
family are a special kind of stock situation on cheese by ed to a minimum.
Calloway County ranger, at
having various campaigns
Theresult of an unpvitected 436-2152, or' contact the
Accepting his award from Carl Bartenhagen for an outstanding 1979 corn yield of
promoting the use of cheese as patch of ground can be deep District Office in
195.65 bu acre is Wallace Lassiter (C) of Puryear, Tenn. Lassiter is one of many LassoMayfield at
additions to various meals.
gullies and washouts, and
247-3913. We want to help save
using winners who were honored at the recent National Corn Growers Association
With the increased exposure without something being done, your land.
awards ceremony in Minneapolis.
milk and milk products have the erosion would increase.
received from the promotion Idle land often falls to this
of "Milk's The One," the in- type of problem.
dustry has also seen increased
The Kentucky Division of
competition from soft drinks. Forestry under the DepartTo overcome this, he added, ment for Natural Resources
the industry has been working and Environmental ProtecLEXINGTON — A schedule are 9 a.m. to 4:30p.m.
harder to break away from the tion is now starting a drive to
of 14 Farm Tax Workshops
"look alike" beverage promo- increase the sale of trees to
A $30 enrollment fee is
has been announced by the
tions.
private landowners. Planting University of Kentucky, The charged for each two day
McClain also displayed the of tree seedlings will begin
At The
Internal Revenue Service and workshop. Brochures with
new Real- seal promotional during the month of
the Kentucky Department of registration blanks are
idea. The seal will be used on November.
available at the local county
Revenue.
all products that are not milk
Consider what idle land cost
The Farm Tax Workshops extension offices. Also,
imitations in the marketplace. you! Trees provide an exare held to bring prepares of registration blanks and additax returns up-to-date on the tional information may be oblatest tax law changes, par-' tained by phoning the UniverHours:
TiVvvr— ticularly those changes sity of Kentucky Agriculture
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
related to farmers and Economics Department at
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk to us!
agriculture, and to serve as a .(606) 257-2981 or write: Farm
basic review of filing pro- Tax Workshops, Agriculture
Science Building South, Room
cedures and form usage.
In the Calloway County 310, University of Kentucky,
area, a farm tax workshop is Lexington,40546.
scheduled for Dec. 11-12 at
Interested
participants
Mayfield-Grave4f..ounty Com- should try to have their
munity Center. Daily hours registration filed by Oct. 20.

New Education Form

Velvet Morris New Dairy Princess

Strong Concern Needs
To Be Given To Erosion

Farm Tax Workshops
Schedule Announced

LAN D BAN K
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& Farmers Grain & Seed

BUYERS OF
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Grain
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Jones Produce
Size is not
a factor. we make
agricultural loans for operations of all sizes. We're
the Production Credit Acsoriation —specialists
in agricultural credit. Size of operation or size of
loan are never limiting factors—at PCA the amount
of credit is determined by the financial wedS of the
operation and the position and repayment capacity
of the borrower
If your plans call for a lender that knows agnculture. make a call to PCA We have a staff of ag
credit professionals with a virtually unlimited source
of funds. Were ready to help you tackle any size.
sound procjuction goal

We're agriculture's
leading lending hand.
Let's talk!

Jackaiiriffchase PCA
1N.
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-111HARVEST TIME

753-56412

305 South 12th St.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Tennessee Tomatoes
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We Accept Feded Stomps
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nutrition
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First Half Is Enough For 20-6 Win

Racers Waver Between
Brilliant, Dismal Halves
we had a couple ot balls drop-.
By DAVID NESBIT'S
Spurts Editor
Red"Everybody was running
As devastatingly brilliant as
Murray State was in the first good in the first half. We ju.st
five minutes of its 20-6 win did not stick with the offense
over UT-Martin in front of a in the second half.
The coaches were concernhome crowd of approximately
14,000 Saturday. it was waver- ed because we did not have
ing on the margin of atrocity very good field position. So we
stuck with our running
the rest of the way:
It was not that the Racers game."
The difference in the halves
did not have control of the
game the whole way or that was readily apparent in the
there was any reason to ex- change in Gibbs' statistics
tend'a 20-0 early third quarter after the break. After comlead. It was just that the of- pleting eight of nine passes for
fense, backed by Gino Gibbs' 103 yards in the first half, he
dazzling first half passing and dropped off to hitting just
the most balanced, explosive three of nine in the second for
running game of the season, a mere 16 yards.
"I guess we just got lazy in
came sputtering to a near halt
the second half," Gibbs said in
in the face of a stiff wind.
That wind and a bout with Crying to explaUi the
penalties and other miscues lackadaisical movement on
were what eventually deter- the offense. "We were sitting
mined MSU coach Mike Gott- on the lead. We carol& do
fried's gameplan for the final that."
Another player who was
quarter and a half of a game
that was at once a pure picture busting through the line in the
of Murray's power and also of first half but had his totals abthe inconsistency It is hoping breviated by the change in the
offense, and even more by a
to leave behind.
"In the third quarter, it bruise to his calf, was tailback
became a little frustrating," Lindsey Hudspeth.
Hudspeth catried the ball
Gottfried said about the offense's inability to keep a eight times in the first half for
drive going. "Each team was 43 yards despite suffering the
injury early in the game. With
playing the wind a little.
We always try Iv figure just 57,seconds remaining in
what it takes to beat us. We the first half, he broke through
decided to become more con- a big hole in the line to go nine
servative in the fourth yards to give the Racers the
17-0 cushion they would need
quarter."
The zany turnabouts began for the rest of the game.
"We made a lot of mental
with the Racers recovering an
onside kick attempt by Martin mistakes," Hudspeth said
on the first play of the game about the offense's inability to
.and Gibbs breaking around get into the end zone more
the right side of the line two often despite getting 253 first
plays later to go almost un- half yards, easily the highest
touched 34 yards for a 7-0 with of the season.
But in that same half, the
just 38 ticks off the clock.
"We knew we could do it Racers had 73 of their 113
(Jump on top quickly)," Gibbs yards in penalties for the
said. "We had had three good game.
"We jumped out to a good
days of practice. We felt good
lead," Hudspeth continued,
about our gameplan.
"Our dropback passing "burwe had a mental letdown.
game l -,ime a factor in the We were going so good at
ganie today. We just did not,. times.
"I just shot upfield and cut
throw later in the game after

-My concentration was
inside:" he said about the
touchdown. "After that, it (the there (On those passes)," Robbins said. ••I just came up with
score) was just there."
With Hudspeth hampered the ball."
for most of the game. MSU
The win pushes Murray
fullback Tony I.ester was call- State's consecutive regular
ed upon to carry the ball more win streak to 14 games and
often than he had been in the this year's record to 6-0. Next
first five games
week's opponent will be MidThe 5-foot-10 junior respond- dle Tennessee State, which
ed with his best game of the dropped a 24-1) decision at
season, gaining 74 yards in Eastern Kentucky Saturday.
just eight carries, including a
22-yarder he ripped off on a seMurray State's offensive
cond quarter ball control drive and defensive players of the
that included an 18-yard gain week are tackle Vernon
by the other fullback, Kenny Broadnax and cornerback
Davis.
Ronald Hopkins respectively.
"This week, we put in a couBroadnax lead one of the
ple of more plays designed for
best games during his career
the fullback," Lester said. at Murray State, according to
"The coaches saw a spot we offensive line coach John
could exploit.
Belding, while Hopkins had
"Our line was blowing off one of three Racer intercepthe ball. Sometime, I saw tions on three consecutive
holes so big," Lester exclaim- sr series of downs. Elvin Elzie
ed as his eyes widened when and Lamar Williams had the
talking about the best blocking other two.
of the season.
"In the second half, Martin
came alive a little more. They
stopped us, and we stopped
ourselves."
While the tandem of Lester
and Davis was sent into action
for their best results of the
season, wide receivers Anthony Robbins and Greg King
were the targets of Gibbs'first
half passing for four catches
for 50 yards and two for 40
yards, respectively.
Both receivers had all six of
their receptions by the half
before the offense did its
flipflop in the second.
"I guess our concentration
dropped a little bit," Robbins
said about some of the dropped balls. "We have not opened up as far as we can yet.
"It should get easier. All it is
is a matter of getting my
hands on the ball."
Although Robbins did have
some trouble hanging on to a
couple of passes, he did make
a couple of receptions with
outstretched arms and by
leaving his feet.

PICKING OUT HIS HOLE - Murray State tailback Lindsey
Hudspeth (22)starts outside before cutting back inside on
his waylo a 9-yard touchdown run late in_ the first-half,

THOSE WHO MADE IT POSSIBLE - MSU tackle Mike Heard (72) and center Dirk
Bowman (50)are among those surrounding Lindsey Hudspeth (22) after his touchdown
run put the Racers ahead, 1 7-0,

Murray State Sports At A Glance
Tennis Team Reels Off Three More Wins To Improve To 12-1
LOUISVILLE - The Murray State women's tennis
team ran off three more wins
during *he past weekend to
push (' season record to 12-1.
MSU's victims were Marshall and Cincinnati by 9-0
scores and Louisville by a 6-3
difference.
MSU 9, Marshall0
Singles results - Fran
Spencer def. Kelly Myers 6-0,
6-1; Jorunn Eid def. Mary Jo
Miller 6-1, 6-2; Carla Ambrico

def. Amy Wyldermuth 6-3, 6-2; def. Meg Peavey 6-0, 6-0, Eid
Sherryl Rouse def. Tonya def. Donela Weber 6-4, 6-2;
Holmes 6-1, 6-1; Mary Ambrico lost to Debbie Giroux
McNicholas def. Barbara Bar- 6-4, 6-4; Rouse def. Kathy
nard 6-2, 6-1; Kathy Outland Ramser 6-4, 6-1; McNicholas
def. Nancy Beery 6-3, 6-0;
def. Charlene Litteral 6-0, 6-1.
Doubles results - Spencer- Outland def. Ann Flaherty 6-3,
Rouse def. Myers-Holmes 6-1, 6-0.
Doubles results - Spencer6-1; Eid-Outland def. Miller6-4, 7-5; Rouse lost to Peavey-Giroux 3Wyldermuth
Ambrico-McNicholas def. 6, 6-1, 6-3; Eid-Outland def.
Weber-Flaherty 6-2, 6-3;
Barnard-Litteral 6-1, 6-4,
Ambrico-McNicholas lost to
MSU 6,Louisville 3
Singles results - Spencer Beery-Ramser 6-3, 6-3.

GET

GROWING
Mr. Tobacco Farmer
Remember How Wet It
Was Last Spring?
Start those plant beds
now. For custom plant
bed service call Mark
Paschall - 753-4802

MSU 9, Cincinnati0
Singles results - Spencer
def. Kathy Couling 6-1, 6-0;
Eid def. Rhonda Zewelling 6-3,
6-2; Ambrico def. Sherry Zaeh
6-2, 6-2; Rouse def. Jan
Doweatt 6-3, 6-1; McNicholas
def. Jeanine Daslenso 7-6, 6-3;
Outland clef. Doriana Lofgren
6-2,6-4.
Doubles results - SpencerRouse def. Zewelling-Doweatt
6-2, 6-1; Eid-Outland def.
Couling-Lofgren 24, 7-6, 6-1;
Ambrico-McNicholas def.
Zaeh-Lisa Coaling 6-4,6-1.

Golf Team 3rd
Of 14 Teams
NASHVILLE - In a field of
14 teams, Murray Sete finished third this pdst weekend in
the Nashboro Village Invitational golf tournament to winner UT-Chattanooga and runnerup Western Kentucky,
MSU's 36-hole score was 621
to the top two teams' 608 and
610, respectively.
Freshman Ronnie Overton
finished third in the individual
compel 'ion to Western's Phil
Hatche i, who won a one-hole
playoff from Audre Johnson of
Chattanooga after the two had
tied at 148. Overton finished at
152.
Team results - UTChattanooga 608, Western
Kentucky 610, Murray State
621, Christian Brothers 672,
Montivello 625, Morehead
State 633, Union 636, Shorter
638, David Lipscomb (Gold)
646, Kentucky Wesleyan 655,
Saginaw Valley 663, Tennessee Tech 664, Indiana State
(Evansville) 677, David
Lipscomb (Purple) withdrew.

Cross Country Team Finishes
Third To Ranked WKU, Indiana
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. The Murray State men's cross
country finished third this
past weekend to sixth-ranked
and
Kentucky
Western
seventh-ranked Indiana in the
Indiana Invitational meet,
Western easily defeated Indiana with 29 points to the
Hoosiers' 41, with Murray
State next with 77. Eastern
Kentucky was fourth with 144
points.
The Racers'top finisher was
Chris Bunyan in fifth place
with a time of 30:52.
The rest of MSU's top five
were Eddie Wedderburn in
11th at 31:27, Jerry Odlin in

country finished sixth this
weekend in the- Saluki Invitational behind winnec„ Iowa
State, which had 36 points to
MSU's 135.

Team results - WKU 29, Indiana A 41, MSU 77, EKU 144,
Indiana B 164, Runners Form
249, Cincinnati 275, Wright
State 302, Indiana C 307, RoseHuhleman A 336, RoseHuhleman B423.

For Murray State, Deanna
Dennison was 14th in a time of
19:38. She was followed by,,
Wendy Slaton at 20th in a time
of 19:53; Diane Holmes at 26th
in 20:22; Diane Stewart at 31st
in 20:44; and Cara O'Brian at
34th in 21:26.

Second Half Propels
Cards To 38-14 Win
By The Associated Press
Louisville scored 28 points in
just 4u2 minutes of the third
quarter to pull away to a 38-14
victory 'over Memphis State
Saturday night in college football.
Louisville forced seven
Memphis State turnovers five on fumbles and two others
on pass interceptions - in
posting its second straight victory after dropping its first

Murray State results - Ron- three games. The scoring outnie Overton (75-75 - 1501, burst against Memphis State,
Gii is Z.:Qui/Yr- (77-76 - 153), 1-4, atanveu Loulsvmlle to exJob Startle/ r80-62
162), -reed in one half the 36 points it
David Padgett (86-75 - 161), had managed in four previous
games.
Brad Boyd (81-87-- 168).

Photos 13, 1).1,0 liobtolit.

ONE OF A FEW THAT GOT AWAY - MSU wide
receiver Anthony Robbins (19) has this pass slip through
his hands during a sporadic second half for the Racers.
Robbins caught four passes for 50 yards during the first
half.

RACER FOOTBALL

15th at 31:40, Barry Attwell in
24th at 32:11 and Gary Ribbons in 26th at 32:18.
"It was our best meet all
year," MSU coach Bill Cornell
said. "We went out like it
meant something to •us. We
feel it was what we need for
the rest of the year."
Indiana's Jim Spivey was
the individual winner.

Women Take Sixth At SIU Meet
CARBONDALE, Ill. - The
Murray State women's cross

Leading the way for'Hudspeth are tackle Mike Heard (72)
and quarterback Gino Gibbs(4).

In other games involving
Kentucky's college teams,
Eastern Kentucky blanked
Middle Tennessee 24-0,
Western Kentucky trimmed
Youngstown State 32-17, Murray State tripped TennesseeMartin 20-6, Austin Peay edged Morehead State 23-21, Centre tipped Principia 28-12,
Georgetown tipped Butler 14-7
and Kentucky State whipped
Lincoln 20-0.
Anthony Braxton ran for a
first-period touchdown and
Eastern Kentucky then relied
og A.:Reich defense as the
colonels blanked Middle Tennessee in an Ohio Valley Conference footballgame.

MURRAY STATE
VERSUS
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
SATURDAY, OCT. 18
2-00 P.M.
STEWART STADiUM, MURRAY, KY.
GATES OPEN AY NOON

HOMECOMING
7:30 - Alumni Coffee
(Sparks Hall)
9:30 - Parade
10:15 - Alumni Baseball Game
(Reagan Field)
10:45 - Blue-Gold Basketball Scrimmage,
(Racer Arena)
11:00 - Smorgasbord
(Beshear Gym)
1:45 - Crowning of Homecoming
Queen
430 - Reception
(President's Home)
900 - Dance
(Beshear Gym)

TICKET PRICES
Reserved Seat - $5
General Admission - $4 and $2
Call 762-6184 For More Information

-,••••••
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Phillies, Royals End Frustrating
Years By Reaching World Series

[Imes

kb.

GETTING THEIR BEST SHOTS OF THE SEASON — Murray
State fullbacks Tony Lester (33)(above) and Kenny Davis
(1)(below), shown exploding down the sideline for runs

of 22 and 18 yards, respectively, capihilized for a total of
112 yards in 15 carries in the 20-6 win over UT-Martin.
MAO Photos By David Hibbitt,

Aike Heard (72)
is By David Hibbitts

By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON
AP) --- The
Philadelphia Phillies and the
Kansas City Royals, disciples
of that famous fable that if at
first you don't succeed, try,
try again, are 1980 World
Series opponents.
The Phillies joined the
Royals in ending years of
frustration by winning their
league pennant to reach the
best-of-seven Series, which
starts in Philadelphia tomorrow night.
Kansas City, an expansion
team which had never won
more than its Wesi
captured the American
League pennant in a threegame sweep of the New York
Yankees. It was a tougher
road for the Phillies, who had
to go the full five games before
subduing the Houston Astros
to win the National League
flag.
Philadelphia fell behind two
games to one, and came back
to win the two final games,
both in extra innings.
The Pinnies closed out the
West Division champion
Astros, 8-7 in 10 innings Sunday night in the Astrodome,
with Garry Maddox, once a
playoff goat, doubling across
the winning run.
Both the Phillies and Royals
won their divisions in four of
the last five years. The Royals
lost three AL playoffs to the
East champion Yankees. The
Phillies were swept by Cincinnati in 1976, and lost 3-1 to Los
Angeles in both 1977 and 1978.
While the Royals are making their first World Series appearance, the hillies' history

isn't
much
better.
Philadelphia reached the
Series just ',wee, in 1915 and
1950. They won just one game
65 years ago against the
Boston Red Sox, arid were
swept 4-0 by the Yankees in
'50.
Their life has been frustration, especially in 1964, when
they led the one-division
league by 61
/
2-games with 12 to
play and lost 10 straight to
blow the pennant.
The Phillies were the
favorites to blow out the
almost anonymous Astros,
who had to beat the Dodgers in
a one-game playoff to win the
West. But after winning the
opening game, the Phillies
were taken to a major league
.record-setting four straight
extra-inning
postseason
games before heading for the
champagne.
It was a series that featured
weird plays, such as a triple
play that became a double
play after a 20 minute
rhubarb, a Houston run
cancelled because a runner
left third base before a
sacrifice fly was caught, a ball
that was trapped in right field
and resulted in a rally-killing
double play when the umpire
ruled it had been caught.
All that happened in the
fourth game. In the finale Sunday,the Astros scored three in
the bottom of the seventh and
the Phillies rallied for five in
the eighth.
The Astros wouldn't quit.
They scored two and tied it 7-7
in the eighth, and held on until
Del Unser doubled and scored
on Maddox's two-out double in
the 10th.

from his 6-foot, 5-inch fran&
and tears welling in his eyes,.
said of his team:
"I don't know if I'll live
through this one. I badgered
these guys about the necessity
of character since spring
training. I don't know any
greater display of character
A champagne bottle in his than this team showed in the
hand, a smile as broad as the month of September, in clinocean on his face, Maddox ching the division and in this
said, "This more than makes series. They didn't quit. It was
up for that. It's the happiest incredible."
Boone, the veteran catcher
day of my career."
Second baseman Manny who with Mike Schmidt, Larry
Trillo was voted the Most Bowe, Trill°, Pete Rose and
Valuable Player of the playoff Bake McBride formed the
with eight hits In 21 at bats for core of this team, was in an
an average of .381, including a emotional state.
Bowa said this was
two-run triple in the eighth insomething he dreamed of
ning of the clinching game.
-years-old, and
The Astros took a 1-0 lead in since he was 5
that it was here he found
the first inning behind fireball- now
ing Nolan Ryan on an RBI- it hard to believe.
double by Jose Cruz. The
Rose, a tower of strength
Phillies came back with two in and example of leadership by
the second as Bob Boone rip- action, said the World Series
ped a two-run single.
would be fun. He observed
Houston tied it in the sixth that the playoffs, against guys
with the help of a two-base er- he had competed against all
ror and a pinch-single by Alan season — friends, he called
Ashby. When the Astros them — was the real pressure.
scored three in the seventh, it
Manager Bill Virdon of the
looked like the Phillies were Astros said the playoff "has
done.
been outstanding. It typified
But the team many said the two clubs that played in it.
lacked character refused to The Phillies played well and
quit. They 'came back with always came back at us. The
five in the eighth to take a 7-5 Phillies are deserving winlead. The Astros tied it with ners. You have to give them
two in the eighth, but Dick credit.
Ruthven, a starting pitcher,
"But I have to credit my
came on in relief and retired club too. We are better than a
six straight batters, while lot of people gave us credit for
Unser and Maddox provided being. My hat is off to the
the winning run.
Astros. They never quit."
Phillies Manager Dallas
The Pinnies drank to that,
Green, champagne dripping and everything else,too.
For Maddox it was retabulion. In 1978 at Los Angeles he
dropped a routine line drive
that gave the Dodgers the clinching NL playoff victory.
"I'd forgotten about that,"
said the happy Maddox in the
madhouse that was the
Phillies' dressing room.

GOODAEAR
SERVICE STORES

12-MONTH TUNE-UP
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Your gas-saying Goodyear tune-up should last at least one year. but lust
to make sure, well re-check your engine free of charge not once, not
twice, but THREE TIMES during the next twelve months'•

LY — WU wide
pass slip through
If for the Racers.
is during the first
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Colts Burst Bills' Bubble
Of Weekly Comebacks

BALL

By ALEX SACHA RE
AP Sports Writer
For five weeks the Buffalo
Bills led a charmed existence.
Even when they trailed going
into the fourth quarter, they
somehow found a way to win.
Not Sunday. Buffalo's bubble was finally burst as the
Baltimore Colts, led by Bert
Jones, beat the Bills 17-12 to
spoil the National Football
League's last perfect record.
In racing to a 5-0 mark with
their best start since 1964, the
Bills twice had tallied to win
in the final period. So when
they found themselves behind
the Colts 17-9 going into the
fourth quarter, they weren't
particularly worried.
"We had a feeling that we'd
come back," said Bills guard
Reggie McKenzie."It was just
a matter of stopping the
mistakes."
But it never happened. All
the Bills could come up with
was a 20-yard field goal by
Nick Mike-Mayer in the late
going, and it wasn't enough.
Buffalo wasn't the only
upset victim on the NFL's
sixth Sunday. The FIttburgh
Steelers were knocked off by
the Cincinnati Bengals for the
second time this season 17-16,
but stayed atop the AFC Central. Division because the
Houston Oilers were surprised

by the Kansas City Chiefs 2120. The San Diego Chargers
were upset by the Oakland
Raiders 38-24, the Cleveland
Browns shocked the Seattle
Seahawks 27-3 and the New
York Jets surprised the Atlanta Falcons 14-7.
The Jets' victory, their first
of the season, left the New
Orleans Saints as the only
winless team in the league.
New Orleans was beaten by
the Detroit Lions 24-13.
In other games, the New
England Patriots clobbered
the Miami Dolphins 34-0, the
Dallas Cowboys overwhelmed
the San Francisco 49ers 59-14,
the Philadelphia Eagles beat
the New York Giants 31-16, the
Green Bar Packers and Tampa Bay Buccaneers fought to a
14-14 tie, the Los Angeles
Rams defeated the St. Louis
Cardinals 21-13 and the Minnesota Vikings topped the
Chicago Bears 13-7.
Washington is at Denver
Monday night.,
Bengals 17,Steelers 16
"We're a better team than
Cincinnati,so why in the world
did they beat us twice?" asked
Pittsburgh tackle Joe Greene
after the Bengals, behind
quarterback Ken Anderson,
raced to a 17-0 halftime lead
and held on7Steelers kicker
Matt Bahr had an extra-point

Getting settled
made simple.
•

ES

$5
I and $2
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New-town dilemmas fads
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Nostoss, it's my job to kola you make tho
most of your now neighborhood. Our shopping
Community opporhinitios. Soma! attractians. Lots
of facts to sat, you time and money.
Phis a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.

"elcome

-1,
Inge King 492-8348
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Mary Hamilton 753-1,570

try blocked and also missed a
39-yarctfield goal attempt with
four seconds left.
Raiders 38,Chargers 24
Oakland's Kenny King ran
for 138 yards and two
touchdowns, one of them on a
clubrecord 89-yard run that
broke a 24-24 tie. Just 11
seconds later, San Diego's
Chuck •Vluncie fumbled a
kickoff Aurn and Oakland's
Todd Christensen fell on it in
the end zone for another
touchdown.
Chiefs 21, Oilers 20
Steve Fuller, forced out of
the pocket by Houston's Jesse
Baker,scrambled 38 yards for
a touchdown with 2:51 to play
and Nick Lowery's extra point
gave Kansas City its victory.
Earl Campbell carried a
clubrecord 38 times for 178
yards for Houston.
Browns 27, Seahawks 3
Mike Pruitt rushed for 116
yards and two touchdowns as
Cleveland beat Seattle for the
first time in four meetings.
Jets 14, Falcons 7
Kevin Long, who came to
training camp overweight and
never challenged for the Jets'
fullback job, got in the lineup
anyway last week when
starter Clark Gaines suffered
a broken leg.
At Atlanta he carried 25
times for 100 yards and scored
the winning touchdown on a 1yard plunge with 1:38 remaining to give the Jets their first
victory of the season.
Lions 24,Saints 13
Rookie Billy Sims rushed for
91 yards and scored a pair of
fourth-period touchdowns, the
first of which was set up by
Rick Kane's 62-yard kickoff
return, New Orleans quarterback Archie Manning conypleted 25 of 36 pass attempts
for 314 yards in the losing •effort.

Coach Don Shula said after the
Dolphins suffered their most
one-sided loss in 10 years.
Steve Grogan and Matt
Cavanaugh each threw one
touchdown pass for New
England and the Patriots'
defense limited Miami to just
88 yards and eight first downs.
Cowboys 59, 49ers 14
Dallas equalled its highest
point total in the franchise's
21-year history as Danny
White threw four touchdown
passes before leaving the
game in the third period.
Three of those scores were
caught by Drew Pearson, who
had been used as a decoy for
much of the season — and had
expressed his unhappiness
a boutit.

Eagles 31, Giants 16
Louie Giamrnona filled in
for the injured Wilbert Montgomery and ran for two of
Philadelphia's four secondhalf touchdowns.as the Eagles
rallied to beat the Giants and
keep pace with Dallas atop the
NFC East at 5-1.
Packers 14, Bucs 14, tie
Tom Birney, a substitute
junior high school teacher until the Packers signed him last
week after cutting kicker
Chestor Marcol, missed a 24yard field goal try with 1:09
left in regulation, then failed
on a 36-yard try with five
seconds left in overtime. So
the game ended as the first tie
of the NFL season.
Rams 21, Cardinals 13'
Vince Ferragamo passed
for one touChdown and ran for
another as the Rams beat St.
I,ouis to raise their record to 42 and pull into the lead in the
NFC West, one game ahead of
Atlanta and San Francisco.
Vikings 13, Bears 7
Ted Brown's 1-yard scoring
run early in the fourth quarter
erased a 7-6,deficit and game
Patrlob..iNtotpatmio
ire-.
-Minnesota ah err-OF:tilled ',
"We'gill beat bad," Miami tory over Chicago.

q;,-. Lon SystemS Additional parts ant se'r.Le, e..tr4.1 needed
ELECTRONIC IGNITION: Check charging and starting systems • Install new rotor new Spark
plugs • Set timing to recoMmended Specs • Lubricate and adtuat Choke • AcAult carburetor
STANDARD IGNITION: Add Se 00 for required points condenser and egdottonal tabor
•12-MONTH TUNE-UP SERVICE AGREEMENT
Goodyear will tune your Car electronically and present you with a Free Engine Analysis car
litigate good tot one year from the date of the tune-up ANY TIME WITHIN ONE YEAR of your
tune up take your invoice and celificile back to the store that performed the tune-up, and
Goodyear *III provtde, free of charge up to three separate analyses
If any of these check-ups indicates the need tor any adoistments or part replacements that
were part of the ortginal tuneup. Goodyear Lem make the adnistmen1 or replacement free of

Front-End Alignment

PROTECT MOVING PARTS

Lube & Oil Change

688

Improve Handling, Boost MPG,Increase Tread LIfe.

INCLUDING
Our Apolnl maintenance check
• Tr•nsmtSsion fluid • Battery cable
• Air Filter
• Power steering
• Belts and hoses
fluid
• Dillerentiat level
• Wake fluid
• Battery water level • Tire pressure

1788 1MttI '3988
0

. Inspect all four fire, •
Sel caste,. camber and
toe to prow alignment •
Inspect suilbenSion end
Steering systems
Most us cars Includes
Iron! wheel drive Many
imports and Itght trucks
Cheyettes extra Pans'
and additional services
extra it needed

LIFETIME ALIGNMENT
FOr as iand SS you own ydu Car We Will recneck and align Ine fron1 end of needed every 13 month,
or 5.000 miles—of whalleVOI needed valid only AO the Goodyear Serytc• Store where purchased
Otter does not cover the r placement of Ides andtor parts Mal become worn Cor.53114.41ged Some
meet vote it SITITTVICe work ffecteng the alignment is pertormed'by any other outlet

MAINTAIN STOPPING DISTANCE

Brake Service -Your Choice

$7988

You pay Only once. From then on.
welt WILY, your oar's front end at
no charge every 5.000 Oltles or
whenewW ot S needed—for as long
aS you Own your car No problems
Sc hassle No foolingi

WARRANTED 90
DAYS OR
3.000 MILES.
WNICHEVER
COMES FIRST

Includes up lo five
t quarts moor brand
10W30 oil
,Igcludes many imports and light trucks
011 filter extra it needed
Please call for appointment

LIFETIME•
ALIGNMENT
AGREEMENT

Add•lional pans
and ServiCeS
extra .1 needed
LIFETIME. LIMITED WARRANTY

2,WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install
new front brake pats and grease
Seals • R•surtitc• front r010,3 • OR
Repack front wheel bearings• insped t c•hpers anglkydraulig eye
tem • Add fluid Walls not include
rear wheels)

Goodyear Muffler

AWHEEL DRUM: Install new
brake Immo all 4 wheels •
New Hon? grease Seals • R•
surface drums • Repack
front bearings • Inspect hy
draulic system • Add flub t

3288.

• Most US gars many imports and gght trucktk.:
Warrented 12 months or 12,000
'
whichever cornea Prat.

DRIVE IT WITH
CONFIDENCE
POWER STREAK 78

$275°
'THE STORE'
WE RE OPEN AT 7 30 AM

G000rrusa
EF.MIM Ii
'
Store Hours
7:30 a.m. Until 6:00 p.m.

A7S-1301achwali
plus 51 SS PET,
and old tire

CHARGE ITI
APPLY TODAY FOR
YOUR GOODYIAR
CAR CARD

Goodyear
C1=
"
1 1111
.
Revolving

gym- in Charge

Account

Use any 01 thew 7 other ways to WY
Our Own Customer Credit Pl. •
Mester Charge • Visa • Amertcan Ex
Dress Card • Cart• Blanche • Diners
CALM • Cash

uIacBSR
Slee

1378-13
E78-14
F78.14
G78-14
H78.14
G78-15
H78-15

" • Lofetime As long SS you tne original purchaser
own the Car
• Meel3 or exce•CIS MI us auto SpeetheattOns •
Covered upon 'whoe duet." materials workman
slup. biowouts. rest. weer (Cannot be rowslb of
misuse or accrdentl

PRICE

$30.45
$35.70
$38.85
$39.90

Ple• FIT
ond old Ws

$1.70
S1.82-

S2.23
$2.38
$42.80
$2.60
$42.30
$2.46
944.05 . $2.66

THE GOODYEAR PROMISE
• WE DO PROFESSIONAL WORK • WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOU
AUTHORIZE • WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS • WE H014011 OUR AUTO
SERVICE LIMITED W
NATIONWIDE
LIMITED WARRANT:, ali Good
year service is voarr•ntect 'Or at
tenet 90 days or 3000 endits
whicheyet comes first — many
service{ much longer 11 Wafter.
Ty service is ever Mirlired go to
the Goodyear • Service Store

kat work voth Oir
Wien, t
•II lie it hire II
formed
hovrevet Obi re more than St'
mites froth the original COM Si,
to any of 06wlywo s reCO Ser.
ace Stores n•lionwtde

Mon.
GOODYEAR SERVICEr STORE
Sat

Norman Hagedorn, Manage

753-0595
12th -Murray
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Two Are Carbon Copies

The 'Other Brett'
.Waits In Relief,
Admires Brother
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
When the World Series gets
under way Tuesday and-attention is focused on Kansas
City's George Brett, the best
hitter in all baseball, you
might spare a look out in the
Royals' bullpen.
There you will catch a near
carbon copy of the stocky,
blond-haired slugger - sitting
on a bench, snuggly wrapped
in a wind breaker, a loose
glove at his side, a man
waiting for a telephone call
that rarely comes.
The other Brett.
He is Ken Brett, 32,
journeyman pitcher, veteran
of 14 major league seasons
with nine different clubs in
both leagues, a reliever hanging onto his - career by his
ctfigernails.
,
„..'"George?" Ken Brett
Ilepea ted the name. "He
;blows I can whip his butt

bushy hair, laughing blue eyes
and pleasant dispositions.
"My first year in the majors
I suffered an arm injury,"
Ken Brett explained, "I never
got as good as I should have
been."
The brother Brett broke in
with Boston in 1967 and at age
19 became the youngest pitcher ever to appear in a World
Series, making two relief appearances against the Cardinals without giving ups hit.
His -Have Suitcase, Will
Travel" career took him to
Milwaukee, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, New York
Yankees (45 days), Chicago
White Sox, California, Minnesota and the Los Angeles
Dodgers before winding up in
late August as a Royals'teammate of brother George.

"Then the Royals gave me
this other chance. I wish I
could pitch more. I think I
could help."
Wien Brett, 5-10, 190 pounds,
That's the way big brothers a left-hander, had his best
-talk about little brothers. The seasons with the 1973 Phillies
, language sounds harsh but it and 1974 Pirates with 13-9
laced with love and admira- records.
tion.
This marks the first time
Both Bretts were decked out
in Kansas City uniforins and a Ken and George have been on
third brother was in mufti the same team but they have
rivals.,"!
when the Royals, having faced each other as
swept the Yankees in three guess I've faced George about
straight for the American 25 times. How'd he do? About
. League pennant,staged a Sun- .300. But the only home run he
day workout at Yankee ever got off me was in an exStadium pending the outcome hibition game when I was with
of the National League's the Yankees. He won't let me
decisive game between forget it."
Keri doesn't attempt to hide
Philadelphia and Houston.
"There were . four of us his pride in George's acbrothers," explained Ken. complishments.
"If you took eye tests of all
"George and I went into
baseball. George, 27, is the major league hitters, George
youngest. John, 34, is in the would be in the top one perconstruction business and cent," he said. "He could hit
Bobby, 30, is in real estate, 40 home runs a year if he
chose, but he'd rather hit for
both in Los Angelea:*
They all look alike with their percentage. He's strictly a
athletic physiques, heads of team man."

HEAVY ARTILLERY FROM BOTH SIDES - Murray State tackle Donald Wilson (above)
puts the rush on UT-Martin quarterback Jimmy Wash while MSU quarterback Gino
Gibbs(4) uncorks a long pass with Martin's defensive ends Perry Murphy (44)and John
Boyle(84) breathing down his neck.
Staff Photos By David Hibbilis

Maybe FSU Will Get Some Respect After Second Straight Upset
By HERSCHEL N ISSE NSON posedly impenetrable defense,
said he thought the Seminoles
AP Sports Writer
Maybe now Florida State should be ranked second,
Will get some respect.
deferring only to two-time naFor the second week in a tional champion Alabama, but
row, the Seminoles knocked that may have been before he
off a biggie. Last week, third- knew show hard-pressed the
ranked Nebraska fell 18-14. top-rated Crimson Tide was to
The latest victim was fourth- defeat unheralded Rutgers 1713. Ron Simmons, Florida
ranked Pitt by a 36-22 count.
"That makes me feel good State's AllAmerican nose
and feel like maybe we guard, said third place would
deserve attention," Coach be adequate.
A week ago, Bowden termed
Bobby Bowden said. "I don't
know where we should be the triumph over Nebraska
ranked. I'll have to leave that the greatest in the school's
up to the voters. But it should history. He modified that
he slot better than they've got slightly Saturday night.
"I think Nebraska has to be
A week ago,the voters in the a pretty big one," he said. "I.
Associated Press poll had would say these two, backFlorida State No.11. They toback, gotta go with any of
were 13th in the preseason them."
poll, moved up as high as ninth
While Rick Stockstill passed
but slipped to 16th after losing for three touchdowns and Bill
to Miami, Fla., three weeks Capece tracked five goals, the
ago.
Seminoles played error-free
Sam Platt, who rushed for football. Meanwhile, Pitt
123 yards against Pitt's sup- threw three interceptions and

from Freeman McNeil to
overtake No.16 Stanford 35-21
and quarterback Jay Jeffrey
scored three touchdowns to
rally No.18 Baylor from an
early 21-0 deficit to a 32-28
triumph over No.20 Southern
Methodist.
In another matchup of Top
Twenty teams, seventhranked Notre Dame trounced
previously unbeaten, 13thranked Miami, Fla., 32-14.
Elsewhere,
runnerup
Southern California whipped

lost four fumbles.
Florida State was the biggest winner of the week but
three other ranking teams had
to come from behind against
other members of the
Associated Press Top Twenty
to preserve their unbeaten
records.
Third-rated Texas survived
six turnovers to defeat No.12
Oklahoma 20-13 because the
Sooners made eight of their
own, fifth-ranked UCLA got
four second-half touchdowns

Arizona 27-10, No.6 Georgia
outlasted Mississippi 28-21,
eighth-ranked North Carolina
downed Wake Forest 27-9,
No.9 Ohio State buried Northwestern 63-0 and Nob0
Nebraska mauled Kansas 541.
Alabama traveled to the
New York City area for the
first time since 1939 - so did
14,000 of its supporters - and
the Crimson Tide suddenly
found itself trailing for the
first time all season when

Rutgers' Alex Falcinelli kicked a first-period field goal.
But Alabama tied it on Peter
Kim's 23-yard field goal and
added touchdowns on Billy
Jackson's 6-yard run and Don
Jacobs' 49-yard pass to
worldclass sprinter James
Mallard while the defense
sacked Rutgers quarterback
Ed McMichael six times to extend'the nation's longest major college winning streak to
26 games.
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Playoffs At A Glance

Weekend
Sports In Brief
GOLF
PF.NSACOLA. Fla AP, - Canadian
Dan Halldorson shot a 2-under-par 70 to
for a 275 total and a 2-stroke victory in
the Pensacola Open. Gary Hallberg tied
for second with Mike Sullivan, at 277
Tied at 278 were Dave Eichelberger, Lyn
Lott, Tom Kite and Mike Gave.
PINE/ft:BST, N.C.'AP -Hal Sutton
powered the Abated States to an overwhelrrung 27-stroke victory in the 12th
Men's World Golf Team Championship
at the Pinehurst Country Club.
South Africa finished second. The
Republic of China was third.
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) - Don
January captured the szs000 Australian
Seniors Golf Championship with by two
strokes over fellow American Art Wall.
January had a finalround. 4-under-par 69
for a 54-hole total of 208, 11-under-par.
SAN JOSE, Calif. , AP , - Amy Alcott
fired a 3-under-par 70 to capture San
Jose's $150,000 Ladies Professional Golf
Association iournaimsegigity.)our shots
Alcott fihished with a .2-hole total of
280 Tied for second it 284 were Beth
Daniel, with a 71. and Patty Hayes, at 72.
Donna Caponi Young, Nancy Lopez.
Mellon and Kathy Postlewait tied for
fourth •
BOWLING
ROCHESTER, N.Y 1AP -- Mark
Roth maintained his lead in a Professional Bowlers Association tournament,
although he dropped six of eight matches
to cut his lead to 49 pins going into to.

day s second and third rounds of match
play.
Dave Davis stood in second place with
6,018 pins, while Gil Sliker was third
followed by Bob Handley and Jay Robinson.
TENNIS
BARCELONA,Spain I AP - Second.
seededIvan Lendl of Czechoslovakia,
won the $175,000 Barcelona Count of
Godo Tennis Tournament, defeating topseeded Guillermo Vitas of Argentina, 64, 5-7, 64,4-6, 6-1
BRISBANE, Australia , API - Topseeded John McEnroe won the $50,000'
South Pacific Tennis Classic, beating
,defending titleholder and No.2 seed, Phil
Dent of Australia,8-3,8-4.
TEI, AVIV, Israel , AP)- Top-seeded
Harold Solomon won the $50,000 Israel
Tennis Classic, using a hard-hitting
baseline attack to defeat second-seeded
Shlonio Glickstein of Israel, 6.2,6.3.
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP - Fifth-seeded
Regina Marsikova of Czechoslovakia,
upset second-seeded Wendy Turnbull of
Australia, 7-6, 74, in two tiebreakers to
cop the $100,000 Phoenix Classic
women's professional tennis tournament.
HARNESS RACING
WESTBURY. N.Y pAP, - N otross
became only the sixth pacing triple
crown winner in history and the first in
10 years when he coasted to a two-length
victory over Tyler B in the $173.522
Messenger Stakes at Roosevelt
Raceway

NFL Standings
American Conference
East
W I. T Pet PP
5 1 0 .00134
Buffalo
633 170
New England
5 1 0
4 2 0
687 132
Baltimore
3
0
50D
62
%arra
3
NY Jets
1 5 0
167 97
iltnbunth
Cleveland
Roush-in
(Incur-eh

Central
4 2 0
3 3 0
3 3 0
2 4 0

San Dego
Oakland
Sciatic
Delver
Kansas(hy

4
3
3
2
2

Dallas
Philadeiplua
A. lows
Washington
N Y Giants

Wen
2
3
3
3
4

0
0
0
0
0

PA
91
110
105
133
137

.68.' 156
7493121
500 94
.333 94

101
112
111
105

89
MO
500
CO
333

121
144
122
116
125

National Conference
East
5 1 0 00
833
5 1 0
333
2 4 0
NO
1 4 0
0
187
1
5

186
137
104
93
102

178 85
173 70
140 127
61 103
91 176

Central
67
5 1 0
01 .
3 3 0 500 102 136
2 3 1 .417 75 137
417 85 120
2 3 1
2 4 0 333 75 100
West
071.
I*
4 2 0
los Angeles
3 3 0 .500 147 124
Atlanta
WO 144 198
Sin Francisco 3 3 0
000 88 168
0 6 0
New Orleans
Sunday's Ganes
Baltimore 17, Buffalo 12
ancinnati 17, Pittsbirgh 16
Green Bay 14, Tampa Bay 14, OT, Be
Philadelphia 31, New York Giants 16
New England 34, Miami 0
Dallas id San Francisco 14
Minneda 13, Chicago 7
las Angeles 21. St Inas 13
Cleveland 27, Seattle 1
Kansas City 21. liouston 20
Detrod 24, New Orleans 13
New York Jets 14, Atlanta 7
Oakland 38, San Diego 24
Mendey's Game
Washing** at Denver (n)

Detroit
Minnesota
Green Bay
Tampa Bay
Chicago

Check
our ad
ill

tomorrow's
Homecoming
addition of
The Murray
Ledger and Times
for our Homecoming Specials!

By The Associated Press
Best of Seven
Tuesday's Game
Game One
Kansas City at Philadelphia (n
Wednesday's Game
- Game Two
Kansas City at Philadelphia,(n).
Friday's Game
Game Three
Philadelphia at Kansas City, In )
Saturday's Game
Game Four
Philadelphia at Kansas City
Suisday's Game
Game Five
Philadelphia at Kansas City, • if
necessary
Tuesday, Oct. 21
Game Six
Kansas City at Philadelphia, n 1, if
necessary
Wednesday,Oct. 22
Game Seven
Kansas City at Philadelphia, n 1, if
necessary
Beat of Five
American League Championship Series
Game One
Kansas City 7, New York 2
Game Two
Kansas City 3, New York 2
Game Three
Kansas City 4, New York 2
Kansas city wins series 3-0

NBA Standings
Faistern Confereece
Atingle Divon
W
L
Pet. GB
Boston
0
I
1000 New York
0
1.50
New Jersey
I
soo
Plularielphe
1
I
560
.
1
1
Washmidon
1
.500
is
Central 131vhaon
Mika.
2
0
1.50 Atlanta
1
0
150
Milwaukee
1
1
500 1
Chicago
0
1
000 IN
Cleveland
0
2
000 2
Detroit
0
2
OW 2
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Dallas
1
0
1.50
Utah
2
1
677
Kansas illy
1
1
500
San Antonio
I
1
500
Denver
0
2
000 IN
Houston
0
2
000
Purl& Didion
Ins Angeles
2
0
1000
Phoenix
2
0
1000
Golden State
1
1
503
Portland
1
1
500
San Diego
1
1
500
0
2
SeatAle
OM
Smtieday's Games
Atlanta 101, Owego 93
New Jersey 99, (levelani Si
New Yak 114, Milwaukee 109
Phdadelplia 136, Wallington 120
Darn 103, Son Antonio 92
Kansas City 98. Utah 91
Indiana 100, Detroit 87
Golden Star 104. San Diego 91
Sonday's Games
Utah 125, Denver 121
Its Angeles Ilk Houston lIlt
Portland 107, Seattle MS
Phoenix 194, Kansas lily Ill
Monday's Game
Detrot at New Jersey,
?steamy's Gooier
PIlikZelphia
New York
at Atlinta
at Clneelend
Seattle *
Ramat(By at San Addeo

'
•eigaSs.1
V5.
,
1/1
•

National League Championship Series
Game One
Philadelphia 3. Houston 1
Game Two
Houston 7, Philadelphia 4110 innings I
Game Three
Houston I, Philadelphia 0111 Innings
Game Four
Philadelphia 5, Houston 3( 10 innings
Game Five
Philadelphia 8, Houston 7,10 innings,
Philadelphia wins series 3-1

•

College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Alabama 17, Rutgers 13
•
Army 24, Lehigh 24,tie
Boston College 27, Yale 9
Brown 42, Penn 22
Colgate 38, Holy Cross 7
Harvard 20, Cornell 12
New Hampshire IS. Maine 13
Princeton 31, Columbia 19
Syracuse 31„Templey
Villanoia 23, Cincinnati 6
SOUTH
Citadel 28, W.Carolina 21
Clemson 27, Virginia 24
E Carolina 24, Richmond 22
Florida St. 36. Pittsburgh 22
Furman 33, E. Tennessee St. 21
Georgia 28, Mississippi 21
Grambling St 52, Tennessee St 27
Louisiana St. 21, Auburn 17
Louisiana Tech 16. Lamar 7
Louisville 38, MemphisSt. 14
McNeese St. 48, NE Louisiana 28
N. Carolina 27, Wake Forest 9
N. Carolina St 17, Appalachian St. 14
Penn St. 24, Maryland 10
S. Carobna 20, Duke 7
S Mississippi 42, Mississippi St. 14
SW Louisiana 3, Arkansas St.0
Tennessee 23, Georgia Tech 10
Th.-Chattanooga 55, VMI 10
Tulane 43, Vanderbilt 21
Virginia Tech 34, Rhode Island 7
William & Mary 17, Dartmouth 14
MIDWEST
Akron 21, E. Michigan 10
Bowling-Green 17, Toledo 6
Illinois 20,Iowa 14
Illinois St. 28, N. Illinois 18
Indiana 21, Wisconsin 0
Indiana St 19,S. Illinois 6
Iowa 20. 31. Kansas St 7
Miami,Ohio 34, Marshall 6
Michigan 27, Michigan St 22
Nebraska 54, Kansas0
Notre Dame 32. Miami,Flat 14
Ohio U. 24, Cent Michigan 9
Ohio St 63, Northwestern 0
Purdue 21, Minnesota 7
W Michigan 28. Kent St 21
SOUTFIWFZT
Arkansas 27, Wichita St 7
Baylor 32,Southern Meth. 28
Missouri 30, Oklahoma St 7
Rice 28, Texas Christian 24.
Texas 20, Oklahoma 13
Tulsa 28, N. Texas St. 27
Utah 31. Texas-El Paso 7
W Texas St. 38, Texas-Arlington 26
FAR WEST
Air Force 21, Navy 20
Arizona St. 27, Washington St. 21
Boise St 44, Idaho 21
Brigham Young 52, Wyoming 17
California 31, Oregon 8
Colorado St 31, New Messes,26
41, Colorado 22
tang Beach St 17, Pacific U 12
gentana St 21, Idaho St. 7
e*
Nevada-Reno 21, N Arizona 0
Nev -tan Vegas 28, San Diego St 17
San Jose St. BS, FresnoSt. 14
Southern Cal 22, Arnold-10 •
U(1.A 35,Stanford 21
Utah St 28, Fullerton St 17
Washington 41, Oregon St 6
Weber SI ia. Montana 21

i•

produced by today's
latest space age
technology,yet still
bargain priced!
ike most of our other readers and advertisers, you
probably aren't fully aware of the fact that just about
everything on our pages has been produced via the very
latest electronic, computerized word-processing equipment. We've invested millions to bring you a better, more
accurate and easier-to-read product.

L

n our offices, we talk about "on-line typewriters and
I keyboards, optical scanners, editing terminals" and
even "laser composers". These are all part of today's
technology, and all add up to producing an easier-to-read
newspaper as well as one that provides a better vehicle
for our advertisers' messages.
This newspaper is a product of millions of
dollars in research and technology, yet it
remains one of today's best bargains.
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Now that Say-Rite has gone Revco, the savings are
better
any one thing that costs less at Revco. Everything does. than ever! You see, there isn't
Everyday. At Revco, we never
have weekend specials: Just low, discount prices
every day of the week. On every
item in the store. That's the Revco concept. Consist
ent
meaningful savings. Revco is nationally known for low values that add up to
discount prices on
presciptions, too. In fact, we've filled more prescri
ptions
per store than
any other drug chain in the world. (Over 300 million
presciptions for
America's families). Senior Citizens and parents with
children 6 years
of age and younger can save an instant 10%. Ask
about our Revco
Senior Citizen and Stork -Aid Discount Plans. We think
you're going
to learn something new about saving, now that Revco
You'll see why these days, you need all the Revco you is here.
can get!

yo
u
need all
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you can get

MURRAY • Bel Air Shopping Center • 758-8304
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WKU Chemistry Department
Helps Scientists In Energy Field

Dean.,

Wit

By NANCY SHUL1NS
Associated Press Writer

•••••

By Abigail Van Buren'

Scientists looking toward
synthetic fuels plants as a
means of solving the energy
riddle are getting some help
from the chemistry department of Western Kentucky
Unt'versity in Bowling Green.
Professors at WKU are
searching for answers to two
specific dilemmas confronting
the synfuels industry: the
need for more efficient
catalysts for liquefying coal,
and for safe, economic ways of
removing nitrogen compounds
from coal liquids.
"In making synfuels from
coal, one thing you have to do
is add hydrogen, and you also
have to remove undesirable
heteroatoms — oxygen,
nitrogen and sulfur," said Dr.
John Reasoner, a WKU
chemist.
Cobalt moly, the catalyst
that has been used in the past
to speed up the liquefaction
process, has a relatively short
lifetime,and tends to be clogged by the ash in coal,
Reasoner said.
"In addition, it generally re-

Sexual Overtures: Both
Soprano and Bass Sing
• DEAR ABBY: HARASSED IN GARLAND, TEXAS,
vomplaini that there are numerous organizations to protect
women against sexual harassment hut none to protect men.
He describes himself as the president of a large corporation
who is constantly being propositioned by female employees.
HARASSED says, "It's hard to reject these offers because
rejection Is the ultimate insult."
Abby. sexual harassment means any persistent, unwanted sexual overtures from another If someone makes a
pass and gets rejected and that's the end of it, that is not
harassment; when the passes cuntinue, despite rejection,
that's harassment!
I can understand how a male executi%e can feel uncomfortable saying no, but if he does, his job or income is not
threatened,
On the other hand, if a female sass no to her boss, it may
cost her an increase in salary, a promotion or even her job.
And if stir resigns. she may not get very good references.
SHE.. ANN ARBOR. MICH.
DEAR S.R.K.: Today, there are many women
executives to whom male employees are subordinate.
so it's not a matter of discrimination against women
. In other words, rank has
— it's who outranks wh
its privileges. Now let's hear it from Columbus,Ohio.
DEAR ABBY:.HARASSED IN GARI.AN D. TEXAS,sure
got off some beauts when he listed some of the subtle (?)
approaches bosses get from their secretaries. He submitted
that men need some sort of organization to protect them
against sexual harassment on the job from their female
subordinates:
I couldn't agree more.
In addition to the old "My car'isin the shop; if you drive
me•home after work I'll pour you a cool one," add these:
"Let me buy you lunch."
"Guess what? I dreamed about you lait. night."
"Gee, you smell nice. Come closer,"
"My bushand is a swell guy, but he's impotent."
HARASSED MALE IN COLUMBUS
••.
DEAR ABBY: In a recent column you sam,
important .things parents can give their children are love,
time, understanding, discipline and independence."
Rut more important, what do. you think are the most
important things children can give their parentsin return?
• CHARLOTTE

AURORA FESTIVAL — Mary Frances Richardson, right,
and Dodie Peters discuss decorations for the Aurora's
Country Festival to be held the weekend of Ott. 17, 18,
and 19. The annual event is sponsored by the AuroraJonathan Creek Association.

Third Country Festival
Slated in Aurora Area
The Aurora-Jonathan Creek
area, adjacent to Kenlake
State Park on Kentucky Lake,
is busy getting ready for its
third Country Festival, to be
held the weekend of Oct. 17, 18
and 19.
Festival Chairman Chuck
Blanchard reported that the
schedule is all set and posters
are being put up in area communities. Next week, decorations committee Chairman
Sally Blanchard and her committee members will begin
banners,
up
putting
distributing corn stalks and
pumpkins and dressing
scarecrows.
Festivities begin on Friday,
Oct. 17, at 8 p.m. with country
music and square dancing at
the Wishing Well in Aurora.
Saturday, will include an
arts and crafts fair beginning
at 10 a.m, in the heart of
Aurora. There will be
demonstrations of sorghum,
lye soap, cider and candle
making. An old-time grist mill
will be on hand.

for the shotgun, handmade
quilt and country ham will
take place. Tickets will be
available at the festival site
all three days.
Admission to the festival is
free and the Committee is
looking for a big turnout, as it
was estimated 'that last year
about 10,000 people enjoyed
the festivities altogether,
Blanchard said.

DEAR CHARLOTTE: Respect, no heartaches, no
sleepless nights, and an occasional "I love you."
At 11 a.m., a pony pull spon• ••
sored by the Sportsman's
DEAR READERS: If you're between 17 and 28
Pony Pulling Association will
years of age and looking for employment, use this
take place near the Masonic
checklist for interviews:
Lodge. The Association has a
1. Ask for at least $501 a month, plus free room and
widespread membership and
board.
this is one of the festival's
2. Insist on a 30-day vacation for the first year.
3. Demand $300 for new work clothes.
most popular events. Ponies
4. Be sure full, free recreational facilities are
will be weighed between 7 and
horsebaci
available — golf, tennis, theaters, pools,
- 10 a.m. Light, medium and
riding. etc.
heavy classes will be held with
5. Scream if you don't have a free medical and
prizes in each class.
dental plan with liberal sick leave.
At 1:30 p.m. an antique car
8. Don't be hassled because you are without experience. Pound the table and let it be known that you
parade, through town sponexpect to learn a skill at your employer's expense
sored by the Twin Lakes Antiwith full pay!
ques Car Club will be held.
The punch line: If an employer agrees to all of these
Games for kids will begin at
terms, you're in the United States Army!
2:30 p.m. with prizes. Music
•••
and entertainment will be held
throughout the day and
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
refreshments will be served.
what to say? Thank-you notes. sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitaSaturday a ham, beans and
tions and how to write an interesting letter are
bread supper will be
corn
Letters
included in Abby's booklet, "How to Write
served from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
for All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (28
the festival site next to the
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Wishing -Well—The Country
Booklet 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.Trend will entertain at 8 p.m.
90212.

04SALE NOW!
All Men's and Ladies'
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quires high temperatures and
pressures to be efficient," he
said. "As a result, we're looking for catalysts that would
allow the conversion more efficiently — either diming
lower pressures or hasking a
longer lifetime."
Chemists at WI(U WS are
searching for efficient,
economic ways of removing
sulfur and nitrogen from coal
liquid.s.
"If you want to convert coal
into gasoline, the ideal situation would be to take the coal,
convert it to a liquid by adding
hydrogen, then take the synthetic crude and put it into a
refinery, like a petroleum
refinery," Reasoner explained.
Unfortunately, he said, that
doesn't work. Nitrogen compounds must first be removed
from the liquid coal. If not,
three new problems crop up.
, The sulfur and nitrogen will
poison the catalysts used in
the refining process. If burned,the fuel will pollute the air
with sulfur and nitrogen. And
the nitrogen compounds will
give the fuel the consistency of

molasses, making it difficult
to pump.
Dr. Norman Holy, a WKU
professor, already has found
some ways of removing unwanted nitrogen compounds
from liquid coal, Reasoner
said.
"The question now is, is it
economically feasible — and
how well would it work in a
large-scale operation?"
He said Dr. Laurence
Boucher, chairman of the
chemistry department, also
has had some success at
developing a new, More efficent catalyst for liquefying
coal.
"The preliminary results
look promising," Reasoner
said."I would like to be able to
tc11 you that we've solved the
problem. I can't say that now,
but we're working on it."
He said WKU became involved in synfuels research
partly because of its location
— midway, between the
western Kentucky coalfields
and the Appalachian
coalfields.
"We're sitting right between
two major coal deposits, in an

area looking very miportant to
the development of synthetic
fuels," he said.
"Certainly we all have some
concerns about the feasibility
and safety of synthetic fuels.
But I think the companies in
the long run are going to be
able to solve the problems or
figure out other ways of taking
the sulfur and hydrogen out or
they wouldn't be investing
billions of dollars in building
these," Reasoner said.
"I don't think the problems
are solved now: But I also
don't think we can wait until
all the problems are solved,
then start building the-plants,
otherwise by the time we build
a plant the country would
already be broke. There is a
certain gamble involved."
Reasoner said most major
synfuels
discoveries in
research probably will come
from large oil company
laboratories.
"We're not an extremely
large university and our experiments are on a smaller
scale," he said. "But the contributions universities like
Western make are important."

PEPPIER!
PIZAZZIER!
ZINGER!
FIZZIER!
SMOOTHER!
Now Available in Plasti-Shield Bottles.

On Sunday, the arts and
crafts fair and ham and bean
supper will continue. An icecream social will begin at 2.
The Hamilton Brothers from
Paducah, gospel singing
group, will entertain at the
social. At 4 p.m. the drawing

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger & Times by
5.30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3.30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 153-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p m., Monday through Friday, or
330 p is and 4 p m Saturdays
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m weekdays or
4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delive. y.
The regular business office
hours of The Murray ledger & Timesa.m Is 5 p.m., Monday
ore
through Friday and 8 as. to nom,
Saturdays.
11•111
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Various Occupational Hazards

it

looking very inwortant to
development of synthetic
s," he said.
L'ortainly we all have some
L-erns about the feasibility
safety of synthetic fuels.
I think the companies in
long run are going to be
to solve the problems or
ire out other ways of taking
sulfur and hydrogen out or
y wouldn't be investing
ions of dollars in building
se," Reasoner said.
I don't think the problems
solved now: But I also
think we can wait until
the problems are solved,
n start building the plants,
erwise by the time we build
?lain the country would
eady be broke. There is a
lain gamble involved."
teasoner said most major
synfuels
coveries in
earch probably will come
m large oil company
oratories.
'We're not an extremely
ge university and our ex.iments are on a smaller
de," he said. "But the conbutions universities like
!stern make are Minorit."

I

Jefferson County Police
Arrest Minister Again

People You Love To Hate
By TIMOTHY HARPER
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Randy
Knuth is an affable young man
who is resigned to the idea
that people love to hate him.
Sometimes it seems like they
come to his office in Tuscon,
Ariz.,just tcrtell him so.
"I just hate dentists," they
moan. "I'd rather be
anywhere than here."
"They say 'no offense, don't
take it personally'," Knuth
reflects. "Maybe after a
period of time, a person could
get tired of that. But so far I
just accept it."
Dentists are among many
people we love to hate simply
because they do what they do.
Whether it's dentists, police
officers, door-to-door
salesmen, landlords, collection agents, tax auditors,
meter maids or dogcatchers,
almost all of us love to hate
somebody.
The services they perform
may be necessary, but that
doesn't keep us from regarding them as at least a little
bit evil.
Consequently, it doesn't
hurt those people to have thick
skins and perhaps even a bit of
naivete.
'Funeral
dir-ectors
shouldn't be lumped in witt)
the people you love to hate,'
complains Jean DeSapio
editor of the Funeral Servic€
Insider newsletter in New
York. "You're talking about
stereotypes that haven't existed for years and years."
She says morticians
sometimes bear the brunt of a
family's grief and anger, but
that is widely accepted as part
of the job.
"Maybe they've come to
with
grips
something
everyone else is terrified of,"
she says.
"Not all bill collectors,
though they're painted that
way, are ogres," says Harold
Slaughter, manager of The
Rent Collection Co. in
Washington, D.C. "It doesn't
affect me, but over the years I
have become immune to it.
Anybody in this business has
got to get used to it."
"Our people don't have that
problem," says Elliott Florin,
the manager of a 50-person
Manhattan sales force for the
Fuller Brush Co.
"In fact, it's the opposite,"

he.says. "My dealers tend to
have more complaints about
customers than vice versa. If
you've ever been in sales, and
the majority of your
customers are middle-aged
women, you know what I'm
talking about."
Larry Layman, a Peoria,
Ill., police detective, jokes
that he first realized people
didn't like him when they
started shooting back.
But even out of uniform, he
says, a policeman can't get
out from behind his badge.
"You walk into a party, and
everybody starts saying,
'Cheese it, the cops are here.'
You lose your identity except
as an authority figure. It
ostracizes you pretty much,"
Layman says.
That's also the reason, he
says, that police officers
usually don't have any friends
except other police officers.
"You lose your common
bond with other people," he
says.
There have been few studies
of how the people we love to
hate react to being hated.
One study, by University of
Wisconsin
industrial
psychologist Steve Sauter,
says that state tax auditors
who have to deal directly with
delinquent or mistaken taxpayers suffer no more strain
that any other accountant who
has to do field work.
"They actually have a fairly
good rapport with their
clients," Sauter says. "There
doesn't seem to be any effect
of having an adversarial function."
Other studies on police officers, however, show that being hated can have disastrous
effects.
"In any case where that
happens, this would be a very
serious kind of stress," says
Jack French of the University
of Michigan Survey Research
Center. "People in general
don't like to be hated."
And being hated often leads
to stress and strain both at,
work and at home: fear, anx-

iety,
depression,
psychosomatic illness and
alcoholism.
"One reaction to this, of
course, is counter-hostility,"
he says.
"If someone is going to talk
to you in an angry tone, you're
going to answer that way,
too," says William Kroes, a
Los Angeles psychologist
specializing in stress.
He says government
bureaucrats, bank tellers and
postal clerks are typical
targets of public frustration
when people can't get what
they need when they need it.
"We love to hate that guy
who's caught in the middle,"
Kroes says. "You take out
your frustration on them."
When their cars or their
divorces aren't ready as promised, Kroes says, people
should try to avoid hollering at
the auto mechanic or the attorney because it drives up
their blood pressure and increases their own mental and
emotional strain.
''You're only increasing
your own unhealthy state," he
says. "It's always ideal to try
to understand the dynamics."
But Kroes concedes that an
angry yell or a surly snarl will
probably always greet the
fear or frustration in dealing
with the people we love to
hate.
"It's not the most healthy
reaction," he says, "but it's
the easiest."

amount of money.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
For the second time in eight
Police U.Marc Rucker soid
days, Jefferson County police Hughes was told when he was
have arrested the Rev. Ray- arrested Oct. 3 that he would
mond Hughes on gambling be arrested again if he alloseed
charges at his combination gambling at his church.
church and poker parlor.
Hughes, who has a
Hughes, 54, was charged ministerial certificate from
Friday night with permitting the Universal Life Church
gambling and not having a Inc., was charged with two
roadhouse permit after police counts of promoting gamblraided a card game at 10:30 ing, permitting gambling and
p.m. at New Concept I. Police having no roadhouse permit
confiscated an undetermined after the first arrest.

PREPARING TO MAKE MUSIC — Some of the musicians in the 50-piece Murray State
University Wind Ensemble talk with the director, Dr. Gerald Welker (center), about
one of the works that will be on the concert program at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 14, in
Lovett Auditorium on the campus. Shown with him are:(from left) Lisa Cates, Paducah;
Lonnie Klein, Henderson; Laura Davis, Louisville; Scott Alexander, McKenzie, Tenn.;
and Lyle Manwaring,Syracuse, N. Y. The concert is open to the public at no admission
charge.

Ensemble To Give Concert
The 50-piece Murray State
University Wind Ensemble
under the direction of Dr.
Gerald Welker will present its
first concert of the 1980-81
season on. Tuesday evening,
Oct. 14, on the campus.
To begin at 8:15 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, the program of music will include six
works for concert band. It is
open to the public at no admission charge.
Featured as a soloist for a
performance of Weber's

"Concertino"
will
be
clarinetist Donald Story,
assistant professor of music at
Murray State who is widely
recognized as a soloist,
teacher, and orchestral performer.

Wind and the Lion" by Jerry
Goldsmith.

Esquivel Receives
Nobel Peace Prize

Searchers Recover Bodies Of
1,500 Earthquake Victims

Forestry Division Says
County Is Patroled Daily

c)A

Lion's Club To
Meet Tuesday

You Are Invited To
Attend Our

Eat.
Drink.
And be
wary.

Fall Revival

-4

Monday, Oct. 13
thru
Thursday Oct. 16
7:00 P.M.

I

why

5.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP ) A 17-year-old New Albany,
Ind., boy hUs died at University Hospital of injuries suffered
in an accident that occurred
after police chased his car
through downtown Louisville
late Thursday night.
Scott N. Bodenbenier died
at 10:10 p.m. Friday of head
injuries, according to Deputy
Coroner Robert C. Carter.
Police said Bodenbender
was injured when the car he

was driving stuck a car at
Seventh and Kentucky streets
at 11:12 p.m. Thursday.
Clarksville, Ind., police
reported that the chase began
when police were unable to
stop a nude man driving
through downtown Clarksville
about 11 p.m. Thursday. The
car ran a roadblock and crossed the Kennedy Bridge, where.
Louisvile poice picked up the
chase.

Louisville To Issue Bonds

OSLO, Norway ( AP) —
Other works on the program Adolfo Perez Esquivel of
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
ject, called the Riverfront, is
will be "Colas Breugnon Over- Argentina, a sculptor, ar- Louisvillle has been asked to
to cost about $70 minion.
ture" by Kabalevsky, "Dies chitect and human rights ad- issue a record $22 million in
The $22 million would go for
Natalis" by Howard Hanson, vocate, was awarded the 1980 tax-exempt bonds to bolster a
"Las Preludes" by Liszt,"The Nobel Peace Prize today.
large riverfront development building public parking and
Perez Esquivel, about 50 project adjacent to the Galt convention and trade-show
Building of the House" by
facilities, Schneider has told
Benjamin Britten, and "The years old, was secretary- House.
general of the Peace and
Developer' Al Schneider, city officials. Without city
Justice Service, a network of who owns the Galt House, pro- help, he has added,the project
would not be financially feasiLatin American human rights poses to build three office
organizations. The service is towers, a 17-story hotel, up to ble.
headquartered in Buenos 200 apartments, a convention
The Louisville Board of
Aires.
hall and about 1,500 parking
Alderinaen and a state comHe won the $212,000 prize spaces on land just east of the
mittee
will consider
because he has "devoted his present hotel. The total pro- Schneider's request.
life to the struggle for human
shattered concrete and the stricken city. A State rights since 1974," said ProBy MICHAEL GOLDSMITH
Check
twisted steel ruins of Al Department spokesman in fessor John Sannes, chairman
Associated Press Writer
Asnam.
Washington said the United of
five-member
the
AL ASNAM, Algeria(AP)—
our ad
Officials of the Red Cres- States contributed $1 million Norwegian Nobel Committee.
The bodies of 1,500 earthquake
ill
Perez Esquivel
was
victims have been recovered cent, Moslem Algeria's in relief supplies.
tomorrow's
nominated
Aid also came from Western
for the prize two
by searchers threatened by equivalent of the Red Cross,
years ago by two previous
continuing earth tremors as issued the first body count Europe. Homecoming
Algerians responded to the winners. Betty Williams and
they dig for the thousands since the Friday quake and
addition of
more believed buried in the said the final toll may surpass plight of the victims with what Mairead Corrigan, the coThe Murray
initial estimates of between one official called the biggest leaders of Northern Ireland's
demonstration of national Peace People movement.
5,000 and 20,000 dead.
Ledger and Times
At the time, they called him
Heavy casualties were solidarity since the end of
our
Homecoming
for
Specials!
feared, too, in outlying moun- French colonial rule 18 years "the most outstanding nonviolent activist alive."
tain villages and rural areas ago. that were isolated by landslides and bridges destroyed
Blue Cross
The Kentucky Division of
by the quake.
midnight."
Blue Shield
Forestry has announced that
Officials said at least 900
He further stated that all
Delta Dental
Calloway County is being
fire spotted by airplane will be survivors were hospitalized,
CA Kenludny
patroled daily by airplanes.
reported to the local Ranger but Red Crescent President
This started Oct. 10 and will
and will be checked out by him Mouloud Belaouane told
continue through Dec. 15. for
or cited into court. Wilson reporters tens of thousands
grass and forest fire protec- stated that citizens using the were injured. He said there
tion.
excuse of not knowing the law was a severe shortage of
hospital beds and emergency
Local Forest Ranger Albert
will not be excused.
Wilson explained, "The KenWilson is asking your fullest operating equipment.
Hospitals were cleared of all
tucky fire laws went into efcooperation again this year to
Private Charles R. Robers, fect Oct. 1 and continue in efhelp him keep fires in but the seriously ill to make
son of Janice F. Rogers of fect through Dec. 15. KRS Calloway County to the ab- room for quake victims. The
Murray, recently completed a
149.400 states that there will be solute minimum. If you must army said it mobilized every
--tracked-vehicle mechanic no burning except between the
burn, wait until after 4:30 available helicopter LO.TerrY
course at the U. S. Army Ar- hours of 4:30 p.m. and 12:00 p.m., never burn if the wind
is the injured to hospitals around
mor School, Fort Knox,Ky.
high, and always stay with the the country, and many of the
During the course, students
fire until the last spark is out. pilots took serious personal
were trained to repair
If you let a fire get out of con- risks in the evacuation effort.
engines, transmissions, and
The homeless were
trol, even if you are burning
the fuel, electrical and
during the legal hours estimated at 50,000, 40 percent
hydraulic systems of the
between 4:30 p.m. through of the city's population of
Army's tracked-vehicles.
The Murray Lion's Club will 12:00 midnight, you are still 125,000.
They also learned to perform
After-shocks shook the ruins
hold a dinner meeting at 6:30 liable for suppression costs
recovery operations for aban- p.m. Tuesday, according to and damages, Wilson said.
as rescuers clawed through
doned, damaged, disabled or
Groover Parker, president.
To report a wildfire call the the debris in a round-the-clock
mired vehicles.
.Murray Mayor Melvin B. Kentucky Division of Forestry search for survivors following
The private's father, Robert
Henley will address the group, Office in Mayfield at 247-3913 the city's second killer quake
E. Rogers, resides in
discussing current city af- or call the local Forest Ranger in 26 years.
Belvidere, Tenn.
One tremor Sunday rocked
fairs.
Albert Wilson at 436-2152.
the tent headquarters where
President Chadli Bendjedid
was coordinating rescue efforts.
Dogs flown in from France
and Switzerland, where they
were trained to sniff out
We're not going to suggest that people
buried avalanche victims,
stop drinking. But let's face it. Drinking too
pawed at the rubble, along
much, like eating too much is bad for your
with rescuers armed with
health. What's more, it can lead to an alcoholic
listening devices.
Hopes waned for those
dependency. And that's bad for you, your family,
buried in the wreckage, but
ancl everybody around.
one police officer said he had
Here are some tips for sensible drinking. Eat
heard of victims found alive
something first to slow alcoholic absorption
two weeks after the 1954 earth'Dilute high-proof drinks with water or fruit
quake that killed more than
juice to slow the rush to the brain. Sip your
1,600 in Al Asnam, 150 miles
west of Algiers.
drink: don't gulp. •
Sunday, October 12
An international army of
Remember, moderation in food and
9:30 a.m. Bible Class
rescue workers and medical
drink will help you lead a longer,
10:30 A.M. Morning Worship
personnel converged on the
healthier life. Staying healthy is the
6:00 p.m. Evening Worship
ruined city. Algerian officials
best kind of health care — and
called a temporary halt to furthe least expensive. You can
ther arrivals because of a lack
help by taking care of yourself.
of accomodations.
A government statement
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield
said 25 percent of all the
and Delta Dental of Kentucky, we're
buildings in Al Asnam were
concerned about rising health care costs.
destroyed and 50 percent were
That's
we're working with consumers, denNo/ flodp.,
in fool Claiborne
"more or less seriously
tists, physidans and hospitals to find ways to hold
Franklin.
1101111,
.1 "11.,
damaged."
costs down.
Algeria's neighbor to the
Write us for information on enrolling in quality
west. Libya, pledged $10
million in aid from . its
health care prepayment plans. Blue Cross and
petrodollar treasury.
Blue Shield and Delta Dental of Kentucky,9901
The U.S. military com,Linn Station Road, Louisville, KY 40223.
mands in West Germany and
Italy flew a teatri of 50
We-want you to stay healthy.
medical,- engineering and
communciations specialists to
•Rep 1641.r.
Algeria to survey the needs of
••Rog Morim Moue Slwarkl Aeon ••Delt• 0••••tei.sen• Assoc..,

Pvt. Charles Rogers
Completes Mechanic
Course At Fort Knox

iBB.

New Albany Boy Dies
After Police Chase

University
Church of Christ_

•I.
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umE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
_ 1. Legal Notice

laigal Notice

1, Letal Notice

A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Rex Enoch,
Administrator of the estate of
Fred C Enoch,Deceased Exceptions to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before October 22
1980, the date of hearing

A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Donnie Dale
Duncan.Executor, of the estate
of Freddie Duncan Deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before October 22 1980, the date of
hearing.
Frances W.-Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Audrey Hendon Administrator,of the estate
of Kelley I Smith. Deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before October 22 1980. the date of
hearing

Re

A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Courtgby Leroy Todd.
Executor of the estate of
Lillian Duchess Todd Deceased
Exceptions to this settTement
must be tiled in the Calloway
" District Court on or before October 22 1980, the date_ of
hear irig
f lances W Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Juanita
Dickinson Executrix of the
estate of Toy Pierce McDougal,
Deceased Exceptions to this
ettiernent must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
,before October 22 1980 the
date of hearing

Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been hied in the Calloway
District Court by Chad Stewart
Executor, of the estate of Ryon
tones Stewart.Deceased Exceptions to this settlement
must be -Tiled in the Calloway
District Court on or before October 22 1980. the date of
hearing

Frances W Sea.,Circuit Court
Frances W Shea Circuit Court Clerk
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
A final settlement of accounts has been tiled in the Calloway
has been filed in the Calloway District Court by Ruby Coates
District Court by Martha and Mark D Coates,CoStone,Executrix of the estate of Administrators, of the estate of
Robbie Harrison, Deceased Ex- George E Coates.Deceased Exceptions to this settlement
ceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway must be filed in the Calloway
,District Court on or before Oc- District Court on or before October 22 1980. the date of tober 22 1980. the date of
hearing
hearing.

Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by John W
Brinkley. Administratorof the
estate of Aare B Walker,
Deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Court on
or before October 221980. the
date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
Frances W Shea Circuit Court Frances W Shea. Circuit Court
A final settlement of accounts
Clerk
Clerk
•
•
has been filed in the-Calloway
District Court by Anna Rella
Farmer Administratrix of the
estate of Claude Farmer,
Deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
3
Innate
40405.,
the Calloway District Court on
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
4 CommonI Carno
MS 1143T
.
or before October 221980. the
place
5 Goad
SPITS
5 Above
9 Arabian gar
date of hearing..
00000 COCUU
6 Faddish
rel0M1
Ii UMUCIC CDC
txown
Frances W. Shea, Cltcuit Court
,2 Sandarac
CC COMO CU
7 Fortitude
Dee
Clerk. .
LUC CCU= CI
8 Leal:rah
13 Chaste
DOM MCCUE!
9 Straighten
14 Hawaii.
A final settlement of accounts
10 Vegetable
CCM CUM
wreath
has been filed in the Calloway
11 Ventiiates
15 Loosen
CICEICCO OCCU
District Court by J C
16 Printer s
17 More absurd
CI MUGU CDC
measure
19 Extreme
Barnett,Administrator of the
UI COUCCI CU
16 Tardy
21 Ernmets
UCIU COMIC 15
estate of Thomas A Barnett.
20 Forebodings
22 Sirniose
UUUCCI UCCCO
Deceased Exceptions to this
22 Tabielancl
24 Prorxin
23 Shod packet
25 Deroureo
settlement host be filed in
25 Landed
26 Greek letter
the Calloway District Court on
45 Tantalum
27 Encounter
37 Builds
27 Courage
symbol.
or before October 221980. the
28 Biblical
39 Goods cast
29 State Abtor
47 Short sleep
weeds
31 !Ise sun
overboard
date of hearing.
49 Negative pro.
29 Fuel
41 Unite
32 Printer s
fix
30 Sian ailment
42 Dart
measure
Frances W. Shea. Circuit Court
50 Reverence
34 Arachnids
43 Region
33 Diphthong
Clerk.
53 Near
36 Facts
44 Grain
34 Dry as wine

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

35 Article
36 Sandy waste
38 Shallow vessel
39 Lannan can
40 Scale note
41 Serma
armors
02 Hankie
44 Reaked
46 Constitution-

i3
S

15
al

20

11

24
in
1 31

Or

33

32

41

.P
48 Stadium
51 Meadow
done
52 Things
54 DeueloP
55 Sunburn
56 Nuisance
57 Slave
DOWN
1 Greek letter
2 Sea eagle

35
10

44
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E5,MAS%.5t I PICKED
THEMAYSELF_AREtil
THE4 (3EAWIlFUL
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Philip Arnold Crintield, Jr, RI
6, Box 215, Murray Ky.
Deeceased Virginia Robinson
Crihfield. Rt 6. Box 215, Murray Ky, Executrix. Hon. Richard
W Jones, Hurt, Haverstock '
Jones. 105 North 6th St Murray Ky Attorney
Mary Ruth Lassiter, 717 Poplar
St.Murray Ky. Deeceased Hon
Nat Ryan Huggges 204 S 6th St
Murray Ky. Administrator
Media Outland, 1204 Main St,
Murray Ky Deceased Mary Lou
Outland Swan, 1302 Kirkwood,
Murray Ky Co Administrator.
Everett W Outland. 1009 Olive,
Murray Ky, Co-Administrator
Hon Robert 0 Miller, Courthouse Murray Ky, Attorney.
Gertie Wilkins, 1635 Miller Ave.
Murray Ky Deceased Betty L
Jackson, 1635 Mill, Ave, Murray
Ky Executrix Hon Robert 0
Miller, Courthouse. Murray Ky
Attorney.
Francis W Shea, Circuit Coo!
Clerk

2. Notice
Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600
We make house calls.1
your family
at

of
I Pictures
home.

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753 8298

What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333
McGERALDINE
CLARD is now
working at REFLECTION STYLING on
Tuesdays, Thursdays
& Fridays.
753-6435

10 11

7

2
12

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway District Court
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months of
date of qualification

4.

a.
DO WE NAVE A
VE AROUND HERE 7

1980 CITY OF MURRAY PROPERTY
TAXES MUST BE PAID BEFORE NOVEMBER 1, 1980 IN ORDER TO AVOID A
10°0 PENALTY. TAXES MAY BE PAID
BY MAIL OR IN THE OFFICE OF THE CITY
CIERK, CITY HALL BUILDING FROM
8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M., MONDAY
THRU FRIDAY, OR ON SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1980, 9:00 A.M. to 4:00
P.M.
TAT5 ALL RIGHT MAO

EINP A TLAc

TO PUT THEM..

DID YOU
HAVE
THAT

--PEEWEE TAGGED
ALONG WITH ME

MUCH?

.T3S 5T.40
•s

GOT

t &SAT
,

11iisp$ iS A NEW
iMiTATiON CHOCOLATE
iCE CREAM

/ REPEAT
, THIS IS
THE WAMBESI
PRESERVE

REALLY
MESSED
122

GOOD!

WHAT DOES IT
TASTE LIKE'

III

THE TIGER MAULED TWO
WAMBESI MEN, KILLED A
DOZEN CATTLE. LUCKILY,
sir:9M0 YOU BEFORE
YOu KILLED ELEPHANTS.

LIKE THE CARTON
IT CAME IN

YOU MUST
FACE A
WAMEIESI
TRIAL

FOR A GUY
FACING THREE
LOADED RIFLES
"YOU'RE COOL!
WE CAN USE
YOU!

20. Sports Equipment 28. Mob. Home Rents 34. Houses For Rent

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice _

1. Legal Notice

NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Wiper 8.
Times Office, 103 N 4th
Street. is open for business
cm. to S p.m.
from
Monday through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.
These hours include the
business office, classified
advertising deportment,
retail advertising deportment and circulation
deportment.
At times other than
those listed above the of ice is closed for regular
business even though
newsroom and production
employees may be on duty.
that
request
We
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper .
The telephone numbers
for the newspaper departments are.
DEPARTMENT NUMBEit
Classified Ads. . 753-1 91 6
Circulation . . 753-1 917
Display Ads . .. 753-1 91 9
Accounting. . .. 753-1 91 6
News & Sports . 753-1 91 8
The Murray
Ledger 8. Times
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

Accountant wanted by rapidly
expanding company 0-2 years
experience degree required
Salary open Reply to P 0 Box
32 U
Earn $50 per hundered securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details, Reply "HomemakersS12S-. Box 94485, Schaumburg, 11 60194
Personnel Manager wanted.
Two years college required, experienced preferred. Salary
open. Reply P.O. Box 32 U
Regional Sales Manager.
$30.000 first year advance
against commission. Sales person for your area to sell, train,
and motivate. 3-5 Sales people.
Must spend first 4-6 months
excelling in personal production in advance sales. Send
resume to County Map Service,
P0 Box 12061, Lexington, KY
40580.
HELP
WANTED
Insonrdsme ammo, tot r•sponsible on
Motioni essooble of amuses., position of
aso,,,,, to newts! sales menages Is
teleMsone sobs ond sales
pormnse

MEC 600 JR Reloader with 12
and 20 guage dies Several bars
and bushings $50 Redfield 4x
scope $60. Weaver V-22 scope,
$10
753-1862.
Musical
New and used pianos and
organs, largest selection in the
purchase area. Buy now and
save up to $1000. We accept
lay-aways fcrr Christmas.
Clayton's - I & B Music, Dixieland Center, Murray.
Upright piano, antique white.
reasonably tuned $425 Call
753-6775

23. Exterminating
......Bugs
(,PAURDE
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

1 Phone 753-3914
24. Miscellaneous

Barn full of used lumber.
cabinets, molding, etc. for sale.
Call after 6 pm, 753-1861.
Firewood 23" seasoned hard
wood. $35 a rick delivered.
Worms. los P 0 Dos IS Morro',
435-4494.
II 41011 AIM lobs Monostor No
obone colt PM•111
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18"
or 24". Also custom cut sizes.
489-2327.
9. Situation Wanted
Firewood. $25 rick delivered.
I will do babysitting in my 759-4805 or 753-8430 after 5
home Call 753-5871
pm.
for sale, $20 rick
Firewood
public
do
Will
delivered. Oak, hickory and
and
sewing
ash. Call 437-4731 after 7 PM.
alterations. ReasoHandmade wool afghan, green
nable prices. 753ripple pattern, $50 Call 7535954.
0952.
John Deere 18 inch cut 3HP
Two women would like to clean lawn mower 5 HP Mulcher,
houses 753-8687 from 8-5
rod and reel, tacklebox with
Would like to babysit in town. lures, etc. Call 753-9740.
Call 753-5954.
Overhead garage door. wooden,
Will cut firewood Call 436- 16 x 7 foot. 4 section, 10 windows with track, torsion spring,
5870 or 436-2918
hp automatic opener and 2
12. Insurance
remote controls, like new, Call
Fantastic rates on 1974 or 354-8244.
newer mobile homes. See or 30 Sheets galvanized underpincall Johnny Williams. your ning for trailer. Call 436-5844
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445.
Used Franklin fireplace, like
14. Want To Buy
new Call 436-2595 after 5 pm.
Want to buy standing timber. Wood for sale. Call 436-2758
Will look at all tracts approx
imately 20 acres and up. 753- Wood for sale. Cut to your
specifications. Call 437-4950.
5592.
SODA
Sec rammed
helpful
rebored Must be pottetent on ell
Chntlenosno
toe,,,,,
nob e•sellent ap.,,,,,et, Im0.. t01
meltsrobsel Sona resume sod solar,
Don Foughn In
reotorensents to

molests

One or two adults 2 bedroom,
all electric, water furnished,
one mile out ot city limits.
Highway 121 South $50
deposit, $95 per month Phone
753-5405 after 5 pm
Two -bedroom- -trarlersr, completely furnished, good condition, from $145 Call 7538964
Two bedroom, 1260, on large
private lot. 3 miles east of Murray. No pets. Call 753-6283
after 5 pm

30. Business Rental
Large building for rent.
4 bays in front. Hoist 2
bock bays. Extra large
rooms. Call 753-8581
or see at 808 Coldwater
Road.
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

For rent Cabin for rent. Pine
Bluff Shores $100 per month
Call 153-5191
Three bedroom house, 3 blocks
from
ya5Q, appliances
available. Call 753-3006.
Three bedroom house. washer
and dryer hookup, gas heat, aircarpeted.
conditioned,
references and deposit. No
pets family only. 753-2835. ,
Three bedroom, 2 bath with
washer and dryer Call 5277222.
Three bedroom country home
for rent. Call 436-2262.

37. Livestock-Supplies
ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE.
Visitors welcome! South on
Locust Grove Road. 753-6100
Ree-Mar Arabians, 753-6126
Beautiful 3 gaited registered
gelding, very well mannered. 5
years old, shown by teenager
now too busy All tack induct
ed. $2000. 1-444-9646 or 4438444.
Leather repair and custom
work. Chaps, belts, moccasins,
gun cases, billfolds, saddlebags. 753-9736.

31. Want To Rent

38. Pets-Supplies

Wanted - Small apartment for
winter months by Graduate
student/ Farmer and wife. Can
pay advanced rent through
April 1, 1980. Write P.O. Box
114; Wingo, KY 42088.

Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes Breed handling.
tracking. and protection. - All
breeds and ages. Professional
instructor. 436-2858.
For sale: White - German
Shepherd puppies. 753-0355.

32. Apts. For Rent

Apartments for rent, near 41. Public Sale
downtown. Call 753-4109
Moving Sale, ceramic shop,
Duplex, two bedroom, all kit- equipment
molds and
chen appliances. microwave materials. $1000. Dining table
oven, central vacuum system, and 4 chairs $25, desk $20,
central heat and air, Tufly antique secretary $15, platcarpeted, outside storage form rocker $35. color TV $25.
$325 Call 753-8146 or 753- washer $75, • also '161,2 ft
2437
Johnson seasport boat, 150 hp
For rent: Attractive 2 bedroom 10 motor all ski equipment induplex, all appliances furnish- cluded. $1.200 or will trade for
good used car or van. Call 753ed, near M.S.U. 753-5191.
7490
Furnished -one bedroom, 4
rooms, carpeted, very close to Yard Sale. 102 N 13th.'Tuescampus. Call 753-8724 after 5 day, 8 am till °.
pm.
42. Home Loans
Furnished one bedroom apart- BUSINESS LOANS. $5,000 and
ment, $150 per month, 602 up, leasing $10.000 and up.
Poplar. Heat and water furnish- Call Chuck at 436-2955
ed. Call 753-0187.
43. Real Estate
Furnished one bedroom aparrtDo you own your own lot or lot
South
Apts
Zimmerman
ment
and mobile home? If you do
753-6609
16th Street
and your family income is
Ideal apartment for older within the following adjusted
single person or couple. Near income limits, you may qualify
area. References. No for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
15. Articles For Sale
25. Business Services downtown
pets. Call 753-6429.
4 bedroom home. Income
dresses
and
For sale: Evening
INDUSTRIAL SHEETMETAL
limits are: Two in family 2
sale!
or
rent
for
duplex
new
11,
7.9,
sizes
pageant dresses,
Calhoun
WORK. Call
$13.500; Three in family apAll
carport
plus
bedroom
6
159after
pm,
Call
and 14
Sheetmetal for gutters.
washer $15,150, Four in family 1207.
downspouts, fleshings, fascia, pliances furnished with
Call $17.900. With today's inflation
pets.
No
hookup
dryer
and
QualiFor sale An in home 8-track or metal building repair.
and interest rates up, why not
753-2965.
tape player. Also a Hump ty work guaranteed References
visit our office today and let us
now...753terms
Mount speaker for CB radio. furnished upon request. Barry Riveria Apartments. Two talk
Calhoun. 502-247-8755
bedrooms, refrigerator, range, 1492...CENTURY 21 Loretta
Call 759-4012
disposal, carpet, diapes. Jobs, Realtors at 1200
Four rooms of carpeting, good 26. III-Radio
washer-dryer hookup, and Sycamore.
condition, also an easy chair 10 inch color TV, $130 Call dishwasher.
443-3430,
Call 753-0503 after 4.30.
767-2548
Paducah, KY.
Hides and furs. Custom made Used 19" color t.v., also 25" Two bedroom duplex. good
belts, moccasins, billfolds, color t.v. Clayton's - J & B condition, nice yard, private
Norden. Thurman
purses, chaps, gun cases. Music, Dixieland Center, Mur- drive. For 2 adults or with one
insuranc•
clothing. 753-9736.
ray. ,
unfurmonth
child. $135 per
Real Estate
refrigerator
with
Metal clothes cabinet. 27 in- Wanted. Responsible person to nished, $145
Solithside Camel Square
ches wide. $30, plus aluminum take up small monthly and stove. Call 489-2595
Murray, Kentucky
slant board for a trim waist. Payments on color t.y. War- Two bedroom upstairs apart753-4451
$20. Call 767-2759.
ranted. Clayton's, 753-7575.
ment. Private entrance. Carpet
Two gas heaters, 50.000 BTU. 27. Mobile Home Sales and built-ins. No children or
pets. Lease and deposit reAlso 1968 Ford pickup, 6
1972 Armor double wide. comWill watch child or
quired. $170 per month. Call Nice 4 bedroom home on
cylinder straight, short bed, exdishwasher
remodeled,
pletely
children in my home in
753-9208 after 4 pm.
cellent condition. Call 489Highway 641 North of Almo
and central gas heat. Call 437Panorama Shores area
2595.
bedroom apartment, Heights, for sale, lease, or rent
Two
4729.
of
hours
between the
16. Home Furnishings 1974 Atlantic 3 bedroom, 2 recently redecorated, private with option to buy. Has approv6:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
good neighborgood. ed Farmer's Home AdministraAvacado green, 9 cubic ft. baths, $4000. Financing area and
Call 436-2598.
no pets. Lease and tion loan which ,can be assumAmana chest type freezer; 4- available at low rate. 753-0187 No children,
deposit required. $175 per ed by qualified buyer. Priced to
matching
and
chest
drawer
pm.
5
after
Farmers! Want to reduce your
month. Available November sell $25.000 1 Call Spann Realty
Call 753-6242
overhead? M.F.A.Insurance dresser.
1974 Baywood mobile home. 1st. Call 753-9208 after 4 pm. Associates, 753-772kcan save you money with -their Frugo V. free standing 12x60, 2 bedroom, $400 down,
FILM INC.
comprehensive fireplace. black with glass take over payments. Call 753- Two bedroom duplex with cenfarmers
rav le•deri son,
tral heat and air, outlets for
package policy Set or call doors. Call 753-0491 after 5 2556.
s,
one
,
bus'
orakeas
washer and dryer, couples
Johnny Williams, your M.F.A PM.
FARMS NOMFS
1913 Double wide, reduced to preferred No pets. Call 753BUSINESSES
agent, 753-0445.
Two sofa's, One will make a $11,500. Call 527-3149.
9741
LAKE AND RfCREATIONAI
bed. $25 each Call 753-7495
PROPERTY
Buckaneer
For sale 1972
Two bedroom duplex with
after 2pm.
trailer, 12x65, good condition. family room and fireplace. CenOffices
"Is The Bible God's
needed!
Listings
White electric 30 inch stove. 1-354-8983
tral air and heat Appliances' GeV to Coast Buyers from
Only Inspired RevelaCall
Price
$50.
492-8352.
Everywhere. "free- Catalog
tion?" - 759-4444. Bible
1971 Howard Johnson, 12x64, furnished with washer-dryer
19. Farm Equipment. 2 bedroom, extra nice. Call hookup. No pets or children.
STROUT MI TY
Story•759-4445.
required.
t Kennon Broiler
1968 D-17 Allis Chambers after 4 pm. 753-6919 or 753- Lease and deposit
1•11CoMoomt 0, 753-0186
759-4509.
Series IV. 3500 hours, also 4 /625.
Money Cr
Reduce safe and fast with row Rotary hoe and 3-16- AC 1974 Holly Park, 14'x70', 2 33. Rooms for Rent
GoBese tablets and E-Vap breaking plow 498-8970 or bedrooms, furnished, fireplace.
Rooms for rent, girls. Call 753- New listing 3 bedroom, 2 full
"water pills" Holland Drug
498-8428.
carpeted, 8x12 patio with awn- 1812 or 759-4909.
baths, brick veneer home,
1621 Keenland Drive Home
Ford Ferguson tractor in very ing. $13,500. 247-0935.
Rent
For
Houses
34.
features Olympic. size pool,
good condition Call 753-7785. Two 1973 mobile homes for
ITS A
Four or five bedroom furnished central heat and air, fireplace,
FACT
For sale. A Vemere trencher. P- sale. 12x65, 2 bedrooms, 2 house for four or five college
burglar alarm system For more
100 on tracks with trailer. Call baths, good condition 354- girls or boys Also small fur- information call. Purdom &
Free gett wrapping is a
6587
specialty at:
753-8072,
nished apartment for 1 or 2 Thurman Real Estate, 753Starks
1964 International tractor with Three bedroom mobile home college girls. Call 753-5865 4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585.
for
Hardware
two 4' plows. Call 435-4429 on large lot. Will finance
days, 753-5108 after 530 pm. Geneva Jones 753-6557
right person Call between /
12th & Poplar
3fter 5 pm
753-9741.
753-1227
4400 John Deere Combine, 13 and 8 pm.
ft flowing cutting bar. 261 28. Mob. Home Rents
The Purye,ar Laundramat will hours, 231 x 26, rice and cane For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
be open daily, except Sunday, tires Price $24.500, Call 753- near Murray. No- pets 489(Full Time)
7 AM til 8 PM Under new 3966 or 753-1389.
2611
No change 11974, 300 Massey Ferguson
ownership
Stella,
at
with experience in aptrailers
2
rent
individual
For
for
Looking
available, bring your own Combine. Call 489-2300
one 1200 unfurnished, one
pliance delivery and installation. Must have
quarters and dimes
20. Sports Equipment 12x50 furnished Call after 4 some experience in electrical wiring and an753-2493
5. Lost and Found
For sale. 732 Woodsmaster 308 pm,
tenna repair and installation. Send reply to P.
It: Fiberglass saddlebag ton. Bushnel 3x9 scope and a Dan 12 x 60 Mobile Home for rent.
0,
Box 32V, Murray, KY 42C7 I.
IA 'Tit With 'gold -stripe - Wesson, • -957 -magnum with -See -Brandon Dill at gill's-.
Reward offered! Call 753-8738 heavy 6' ventilated barrel. Call Trailer Court, Murray Drive In.
Theatre entrance
435-4429 after 5 pm
after 5, 753-7989.

Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4, In Memory
S. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
II. In
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14, Want To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
It. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monurwents
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent '
34. Houses for Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes for Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54 For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

POSITION OPEN
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For rent Cabin for rent. Pine
Bluff Shores $100 per month
Call 753 5791
Three bedroom house, 3 blocks
MSU, appliances
from
available. Call 753-3006.
Three bedroom house, washer
and dryer hookup, gas heat, aircarpeted
conditioned,
references and deposit. No
pets Family only. 753-2835.
Three bedroom, 2 bath with
washer and dryer Call 527
7222.
Three bedroom country home
for rent. Call 436-2262.

37. Livestock-Supplies
ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE.
Visitors welcome! South on
Locust Grove Road. 753-6100
Ree-Mar Arabians. 753-6126
Beautiful 3 gaited registered
gelding, very well mannered, 5
years old, shown by teenager
now too busy All tack includ
ed. $2000 1-444-9646 or 4438444.
Leather repair and custom
work. Chaps, belts, moccasins,
gun cases, billfolds, saddlebags. 753-9736.

38. Pets-Supplies
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes. Breed handling,
tracking. and protection. - All
breeds and ages. Professional
instructor. 436-2858.
For sale: White German
Shepherd puppies. 753-0355.

41. Public Sale
Moving Sale, ceramic shop,
equipment, molds and
materials. $1000, Dining table
and 4 chairs $25, desk $20,
antique secretary $75, platform rocker $35, color TV $25.
/
2 ft
washer $75, also '161
Johnson seasport boat, 150 hp
10 motor all ski equipment included, $1,200 or will trade for
good used car or van. Call 7537490.
Yard Sale, 102 N 13th,•Tuesday, 8 am till °.

42. Home Loans
BUSINESS LOANS. $5,000 and
up. leasing $10,000 and up.
Call Chuck at 436-2955.

43. Real Estate
Do you own your own lot or lot
and mobile home? If you do
and your family income is
within the following adjusted
income limits, you may qualify
for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
4 bedroom home Income
limits are: Two in family family $13,500; Three
$15,150, Four in family $17,900. With today's inflation
and interest rates up, why not
visit our office today and let us
now...753terms
talk
1492...CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors at 1200
Sycamore.

Purdons & Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
SouthsIdo Court Square
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Nice 4 bedroom home on
Highway 641 North of Almo
Heights, for sale, lease, or rena
with option to buy. Has approved Farmer's Home Administration loan which .can be assumed by qualified buyer. Priced to
sell $25,000! Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

43. Real Estate

4.11.
o..e.ecc.c.c.cv*c.cej
ine
Buyer's
Dream! Exceptionally k
neat home wilarge lot
Extra large closets. 3
bedrooms, CE heat
and air. $59,000
Located
in S
Gatesborough. Call us
h today for more information,
t)
Country Leisure!
House
completely \
t
4 hi
remodeled.
bedrooms, full basement, CE wood heat,
14'x16' deck on back! \
80 acres land - 29 tenhdable, approximately
h)40 good timber R
6
N $64,500.

Does Price Count' You bet it
does! 2 bedroom brick on
beautiful acre lot surrounded
by mature trees Bright, sunny
kitchen, dining room, large living room with wood burning
fireplace And
best of
all Priced in the $20's For
comfort and value, compare
with anything you may have
seen .Offered bu Century 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors - 7531492.

43. Real Estate

ETOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

allotorcycles

53. Services Offered
5Oiffriacb

1977 Honda Express good condition, 100 mpg $150 Call
753-7231 after 4 pm
Honda Express, good condition
700 miles $325 Call 7535159 after 5 pm

Heating, Refrigeration, Air Con- Paper
hanging and interioi
ditioners, appliance repairs Pasting Call
after 4 pm 753
Bob's Refrigeration Service: 7337 or
4314617
Hazel Kentucky 498-8310
Murray Ky 753-7829. Robert Stop! For all your repair needs
1950 GMC pickup, 327 rebuilt
roofing. carpentry, plumbing
(Bobby) Lockhart.
engine. 1967 Elcomino body
and electrical work, look no
Insulation blown in by Sears. more! Call
Call 436-2439 after 430
753-9226 or 153
1974 GMC utrtity pickup, 283 save on these high heating and 9623 We'll& your rob large or
cooling bills Call Sears. /53- small All work done
to you'
motor, diamond plate bed,
?310 for free estimate.
satisfact ion
•
- •
$675. 753-3570 or 753-1852..
K & K Stump Removal. Do you
1963 GMC Grain truck, tandem
need stumps removed from
Order wood
axle, 16' grain bed, 500 bushel
your yard or land cleared ot
corn capacity, 2-speed axle, AEarly Before
stumps'
We
can
remove
I condition 492-8425
Bad Weather)
stumps up to 24- below the
Call 753-5648
51. Campers
ground, leaving only sawdust
after 4 p.m.
and chips. Call for free
1975 Self-contained, 23-foot estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
camper with air, awning, and
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
!factor work: bushhogging
hitch. Excellent condition
KARATE CLASSES Open daily - plowing, disong, blade work
Phone 753-2913.
Murray Karate Center. For ap- gardens. Free estimates. Call
TENTS AND AWNINGS. custom pointment call 753-6317.. - 753-7400 or 753-2632.
made and repaired Reasonable
rates. Free estimates Call 753- LEATHER REPAIR and custom TENTS AND AWNINGS, custom
leather work. Reasonable. Call made and repaired. Reasonable
9736.
rates Free estimates. Call 753
52. Boats and Motors 753-9736
9136.
Licinsed Electrician and gas inFor sale. 1978 35 hp Evinrude stallation. heating installation WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
outboard. electric start. $900 and repairs. Call 753-7203.
COATING & SEALING. Have
Two bass seats with pedestals
your home driveway or parking
4
inch
water
Morse
Excavating
and stands, $50. Call 753-9646
lot sealed professionally before
wells
end
loader
and
dozer
anytime.
winter. 753-8163.
work. Ben Morse, Grand Rivers,
15 Foot. Fabuglass speed boat, KY. 502-362-4064
Will haul driveway white rock
45 hp Mercury. Good condiand Ag lime, also have any type
Need work on your trees? Topp- of brown or white pea
tion. $350. Call 436-2506
gravel •
ing, pruning, shaping, com- Also do
backhoe work Call
53. Services Offered plete removal and more Call
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
Concrete and block work Block BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
753-6763.
garages, basements driveways professional tree care 753walks, patios, steps., free 8536.
ROOFING
estimates Charles Barnett.
and
C•mnsisrclal
753-5476.
R•slehintIal, Shingle
and
Keep
your
boat
safe
and built-up roofs.
ALUMINUM
clean this winter
References, all work
SERVICE CO.
Economical dry dock
Ikea. 759-4512
Aluminum and Vinyl
storage.
or 759 1859.
Siding, Custom Trim
References.
Work.
Eagle's Nest
Wet basement' We make we
753-0689 Day or
basements dry, work complete
Marina
Night.
ly guarenteed Call or write
Paris Landing,
Morgan
Construction
Co
CARPET
. CLEARING
Tennessee
Route 2, Boi 409A, Paducah
Guaranteed. References. Free
(901)642-6192
KY 42001, or call day or night
estimates. 753-9736.
1-442-7026.
Fireplace inserts custom built
Fireplace and chimney brick
repair. Call after 6 pm. 4362855.
209 Walnut Street
For all your plumbing installation and repair, all work
guaranteed. call 753-8950.
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Thank You
Sears, 753-2310 for free
estimate for your needs.

49. Used Cars
1979 Buick Electra Limited.
loadep with extras, local .car,
20,000 actual miles: Can be
seen at Black's Decorating
Center, or call 753-0839 or
753-5287.

Professional:Wt.:es
With Thi Friendly 1 °wit.

k

k

.109139,.. end seller 1
FARMS-HOMES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY
needed! Offices
Listings
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
Everywhere. "Free" Catalog
STROUT REM TV
les i ....treher
1911 C901•010, RI 753-0186
Anytime
Illerrer. Iv'

New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
baths, brick veneer home,
1621 Keenland Drive. Home
features Olympic. size pool,
ihed central heat and air, fireplace,
lege burglar alarm system. For more
fur' information call Purdom &
or 2 Thurman Real Estate, 753)865 4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585,
pm
Geneva Jones 753-6557
53

'ION OPEN

\
k

S

Make Money By Saving!

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

v•Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. pays
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

ull Time)

5. What do you gain from this sale?

lual with experience in op
nd installation. Must have
in electrical wiring and an
istallation. Send reply to P.
ay, KY 4”/1.

Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantagt of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS fAIE AND SAVE:
Call 753 1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
laMMI1M111111=1•1113

COPY AVAILABLE

I

47. Motorcycles
leather repair Also chaps
motorcycles suits, saddle-bags
custom lathe( seats. Call 753
9736:
1979 Yamaha 650-rpeci:1,
black like new Call 759-4749
after 4 pm

Hornbuckle Barber Shop
Closed For Relocation
Open On About Oct. 15

Paschall
Plumbing Repair l

TA-RITE

For Fast Service
and Installation

Call 753-1768
We have well pump repair service and service
and install So-Rite pumps.

This home on I acre wooded lot just 8 miles west of
Murray. Lots of(gdom; lots of extras. Must see to appreciate. Call 435-4276,

Dial-it-Service
elf>
(Clip This Ad From The Paper And Save For A Handy Reference)

44. lots For Sale

Large shady lot for sale with
water and septic tank, East.
$4000. Call 753-2467 after 4
pm.
46. Homes
For sale by owner 3 bedroom
brick home with outside
workshop on 4 acres, close to
town. Asking $55.000. Call
753-1746.
For sale by owner: 3 or 4
bedroom brick home, P:
baths, fireplace, central heat
and air. East of Murray on 1
acre of land, $39,500. Call
436-2401.
Thee bedroom brick house and
house trailer. 50x50 body shop
/
2 miles
2 acres land on 641. 41
north of Murray. Call : 1535618.
Two bedroom house with
aluminum siding. Living room
kitchen, bath, upstairs
screened-in back porch. 2 out
buildings and pole barn, with
21
/
2 acres. Phone 492-8336.
Two- bedroom duplex. has 900
sq.ft. per unit, carpeted
throughout, new appliances.
concrete drive and patios, 6
months old. Call 753-9400

53. Services Nora-

1976 Dodge Ramcharger. 4x4,
automatic, air, p.s , p.b . AM FM, excellent condition,
12850. 753-9262 after 4 pm.

DESIGNED FOR
THE 80's
Gatesboro - Almost
1976 Chevrolet stationwagon, 4
new Spanish-Style 3
LARGE HOME NEEDS LARGE
cylinder. automatic. 21 mpg.
FAMILY! "his lovely home
B.V .
'Don't mention OPEC to Homer He'll onlygood tires. 43.000 miles.
features al' the room you'll
spacious great room,
SI850. 753-2266 ask for Bob
need! Al Formal living room,
chop
down another tree.''
cozy fireplace, beamB) Formal dining room. C)
1977 Cutlass. 1976 Grand Prix.
ed ceiling. Formal din- Ni
Large kitchen, DI Seperote
Call 521-3149.
43.
Real
Estate,
S
in
room
Estate
Luxurious43.
Real
family room with fireplace, E)
g
1972 Chvrolet, 4 door sport
Custom
, carpeting.
Four bedrooms, F) Two and
100.0 Groom 414-1439
ti sedan, power and air, 54000
one-hoH baths, G) Large upcabinets,
island kitll
2
111111e1111•001111•001111•00604 151 14/6
Approximately
two
stairs gameroom, H) Lots
miles. Call 153-3969.
09421196 Demo /53-3175
chen. Economical heat
miles East of Murray
more. The owners have left
Levi.. Gabor 133-2409
pump. 2-Car garage, S
4
1977
Datsun 810, 4-door
lorry 11.049.•36, Le,
is
this
three
bedroom
Murray so home is available
courtyard entrance. b
/31.9324
lict k,
sedan, nice. Call 753-8124.
,w
.„:
for immediate possession.
home located on two
First time offered at a
It's located at 1706 Plainview
acres of land. Two
1976 Fbrd Maverick. 4-door.
low,low,63,900.00.
Murray-Callowoi
just a short walk from Murray
k
mobile home hook-ups
atuponditioned. power steerCounty Realty
High School. Only 574,900.
.
ing,
radio. Call after 3 pm, 753for extra income if you
Just call us to see this very
(502)753-8146
COMMERCIAL OR
1245.
COUNTRY ESTATE
desire. Full, dry base0
livable
home.
304N 12th St
RESIDENTIAL
k
0
Large brick ranch
ment; lots of outside
1974 Ford LTD, good shape,
it,)
Alurr•y, Ky 42071
JOHN SMITH S 3 Bedroom - 1 Bath, hi home on 8 rolling
storage; two car
will sell or trade for pickup
Excellent location. q acres. Main floor
garage. Completely
equal value. Call 436-5844.
Corner lot. This would
features 4 bedrooms,
equipped
kitchen.
1973 Monte Carlo, dark green
k make good investment h, 2'.2 baths, living room
Listed in the $30's. Call
Landau roof in good shape. Can
s property. Only $50,000. q, with fireplace, dining
Local market for sale. Grocery
Anna now! Office 753be seen at Speedway, Highway
q Located at 300 N. 12th.
store with contents, building,
area, large modern
1651 or home 753-2477.
641. Call 759-1160.
lot, and 2 gas pumps. Located
kitchen with all conve1973 Mercury Montego. Good
miles north of Murray. Call
753-8080
753-7411
niences, den and utilirunning condition. Body needs
ARouND 111F CLOCK
753-1934 or 753-1861.
ty room. Walkout
little work. Air-conditioned,
Priced slashed! Make an offer
basement consists of
AM-FM stereo. Call 759-4603
on this under priced
tWo fully paneled
after 5 pm.
home...The family is anxious to
apartments. Property
South 12th at Sycamore
move with husband to his new
fr: 1979 Mazda RX-7, red and
Telephone 753-1651
also has hookups for
-2 black custom paint. custom
P.O. Box 331
job location. This home is just
two mobile homes. Of..1111lllllllllll111111llllllllllllM111111111a wheels. Call 753-7646 before 7
outside of city limits just 2
fered in the $60's.
am.
miles, making for town convePhone 753-1222, Kopniences but no city taxes. The
1976 Plymouth Salon, good
perud Realty for full
house has a traffic pattern that
condition, good tires. 318
time real estate ser-.,
is very liveattle. Insulated up to
engine, $1295. Datsun pickup
vice.
TVA
specifications for
model 620, good condition,
GOOD TO THE
economic utility bills. Priced in
great gas mileage. $1395. Call
LAST NAIL
the $30's. Call 753-1492. CEN489-2595'.
This extremely wellSHOPPING CENTERS NEAR!! You'll lore the convenient location
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs. Realtors
1975 Volkswagen' Rabbit, 4of 1397 Johnson Blvd to shopping and groceries. Just a short
built
home
has
quality
and let us show you this home
COUNTRY COUSIN
walk. This home can be used as a two or three bedroom quite
door. air-conditioned, looks
throughout.
It
has
3
today.
Attractive 3 bedroom
easily. It has o nice kitchen and formal dining area. The wooded
good, drives good. 753-1898.
bedrooms, 2 baths,
lot also hos producing apple trees. It's insulated, has storm
remodeled home on
An exceptional nice 29
large
kitchen,
and
all
1971 Volkswagen 411. new
doors and windows and elec. heat. Only 535.000.
0
Property
is
acres.
2
2
acre farm, all tenrooms are beautifully
vinyl top, near new tires, good
stocked
with
fenced
JOHN SMITH,REALTOR
dable, level to gently
decorated. Special
body and good mechanical conpond and barn for
rolling, completely
features include cendition. Call 759-1628 after 4
located
horses, and
fenced, pond stocked
pm.
tral heat and air, forless than 3 miles from
with Hybrid catfish.
mal dining room and
1946 Willis Jeep, metal top.
town. The price is
Coldwater area. Call
located in an excellent
436-5377.
$30's.
in
the
right
too
for details.
neighborhood. Priced
50. Used Trucks
to our
• As a service
Phone any member of
in the. $50's. Imcustomers, we have the
the "Home Team" at
1968 Dodge Dump truck also
mediate possession.
negative files from Lore
Kopperud Realty, 75350 head of chickens Call 436•
Phone Kopperud RealStudio, Wilson Wooley Studio,
641 North across from Boston Tea Party
1222 for all the infor2262. ,
and Hie Murray Curtis•Mays
01.01 ISIAH
ty, 753-1222 .for real
Phone 753-7411 Around the Click
mation.
Studio.
& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
,service in real estate!
1974 Chevy pickup, $800. Very
GATESBOROUGH
dependable. 12' utility trailer ' CARTER STUDIO
HOME FOR
with dual axle and bumper hit- • 304 Main
753-829111
SALE OR
ch, $1000. 753-9400
For interior and exterior
RENT
1978 Chevrolet C-10 4-wheel decorating. home repair and
Don't dream a home,
drive truck PS., P.B., AM-FM remodeling, call 753-0068.
buy one! This lovely
8-track stereo. Has 36.000
home has 3 large
miles. Call 498-8970 or 498- General construction and Home
bedrooms with walk-in
1. How can you make money?
Improvement, all
work
8428.
closets, 2 baths, large
guaranteed. Prompt efficient
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
sunny kitchen with
service. Call 753-0948.
gathering dust in your basement,attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
neutral
pantry,
Just traded For, 1974 Henry
Have your driveways white rock2. How car you save money?
duty 1.too truck, long groin
carpeting in all the
ed and i graded before bad
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
hoist,
2-speed
axle
bed,
has
beamrooms. Den
weather. Free estimates. Clif17,000 actual miles, white
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
ed ceilings, imford Garrison, 753-5429.
truck with red bed local one
you have gathered together.
pressive fireplace, and
owner. Real Sharp! Real good
PAINTING
other extras. Attic
3. How good a business person are you?
mechanical condition. $6050
Interior L Exterior
could be finished out
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Tustra Ceiling; caulking
for 3-4 additional
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Oct. Every fourth day your classified
PARKER
and winterizing. Quality
rooms. Located in one
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
work, 15 years exFORD
of Murray's best subday. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you ate a regular
753 5273
perience. Call Robert
divisions. Owner
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for October you will
Imtransferred.
Scroggins, 436-2353.
automatically receive the,benefits from this sale.
mediate possession.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for
Ans. The sale is open to everyone:
courteous, competant
Real Estate Service.

/NC.,.‘
i$TROUTREALTY,
,
ri... ,

vith
;enices
ryer
ren
red

X IP 31E

1.11.441‘.

43. RearEstate

IllttlIKKUttlittllUlimiiiiii

34. Houses For Rent

Fire
911

Onuars
CUSTOM KITCHEN'
CABINETS & CUSTOM
WOODWORKING
•CUSTOM BUNT FURNITURE
•CUSTOM MET KREMER
CABINETS

Quality Service Co.

Heating and Air Conditioning
Sales and Service

753-9290

Sheriff
753-3151
Ambulance
753-9332

753-5940
1212 MAIN

"Chimney Sweeping
I. the fine old
tradition"
Business 436-2731

FREE
Termite
Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish
Shrubs

KELLEY'S TERMITE
& PEST CONTROL
1005.13th St
Murray Ky.

Police
911
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
**
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-3914 753-6952
Radio Cab
Company

MAGIC HAT

Modern Sheet Metal &
Service Departments

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
Midnight
7 Days A Week

6 a in

- Phone 7:33.535
or 753-5352

Leather Repair
Custom Work
Clothing, Saddles,
Harness, Purses
& Billfolds

753-9736

FALL SPECIAL
10°n OFF
All Paint
And Labor
(With This Ad)
Experienced Quality Mori
Very leeseneide`Prn S

Robinson 8. Day
Painting
Contractors
753-5292
Free Estimenee
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Deaths & Funerals 1
Mrs. Yancey Dies
Saturday; Former
Murray Resident

Breathitt Steps Into Public Life

Mrs. Jackson Dies
Friday; Services
Held On Sunday

By HERBERTSPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
When Edward T. "Ned"
to
Breathitt returned
Frankfort last week to attend
his first meeting as a member
of the Council on Higher
Education it marked the end
of nearly 13 years away from
public office for the former
governor.
But Breathitt said political
observers should riot misinterpret the move ass first step in
a return to the Kentucky
political arena.
"I am just very much interested in education,"
Breathitt said in an interview
after the council's quarterly
meeting. "It's an area I hope I
can make some contribution
in.
"I did not accept this with
the idea of returning to elective politics," said Breathitt.
"I am not in the political
arena except as a citizen.
"I am committed to a
business career," said the
Hopkinsville native, currently
a senior vice president for
Southet it Railroad.
Breathitt observed that
Kentucky governors, who cannot succeed themselves, often
have a difficult time when
they leave office.
"They have to either run for
or get appointed to another office or do something else,"
said Breathitt. "I had the
business opportunity to go
with a Kentucky company and
just went in that area."
Breathitt said the only time

The funeral services for
Mrs. David 1.ynn (Rubye E.
Lee) Jackson of 33 Lewis
Stree, Paris, Tenn., were held
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Pans, Tenn., with
burial in the 'Mt. Zioh
4.
Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Billy,
Wallace, Fitzhugh, Ewing,
Brent, and Brtsoksie Jackson,
and Horace Adams. Grandhonorary
were
sons
pallbearers.
Mrs. Jackson, 80, died Friday at 12:15 a.m. at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. Born Sept. 15,
1900, in Henry County,. Tenn.,
she, was the daughter of the
SAXOPHONE QUARTET TO PERFORM — The Murray
late Toy Kirkland and,Flossie
State University Saxophone Quartet will perform at
Buchanan Kirkland. She was a
the Kentucky Composers Concert of the annual Kenmember of the Mt. Sinai Baptucky Music Teachers Association (KMTA) convention
tist church.
at Murray State Oct. 19-21. They are Dr. Gerald
.Survivors include her husWelker(seated) and (standing, from left) Donald Story,
band, David Lynn Jackson, to
whom she was married Sept.
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, and Ray Smith. The quartet will
28, 1919; three daughters —
play "Saxophone Quartet, No. 3" by Christopher
Mrs. Delores Allen, Long
Gallaher, a member of the music faculty at Morehead
Beach, Cal., Mrs. Betty Owen,
State University who was commissioned to compose
Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Joy
the work. The premier performance will be at the KenWyatt, Buchanan, Tenn.
. Concert to begin at 10:13 a.m. Montucky Composer,
•
three sons — Toy Jackson,
day, Oct. 20, in the University Theatre of the Price
The funeral for Mrs. E. L.
Memphis, Tenn., Guy
Doyle Fine Arts ('enter. Also appearing will be mezzo(Louise) Howe, Sr., of 1510
Jackson, Augusta, Ga., and
Kay Gardner Bates, accompanied by pianist
soprano
was
Murray,
Drive,
-Parklatie
David H. Jackson, Buchanan,
Marie Taylor. They will perform a composition written
twill today at 10 a.m, at the
Tenn.
by Dr. Eula McCain based on Psalm 31 entitled "In'
----chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Also surviving are four
Thee Dot Put My Trust." They are also members of the
Funeral Home with the Rev. sisters — Mrs. Pearl Bevil,
faculty in the Department of Music at Murray State.
R. E. Rabatin officiating, Mrs. Las Vegas, Nev., Mrs. Lucile
Vernon Shown as soloist. and
The Kentucky Composers Concert is open to the
Anderson, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Richard Jones as organist.
public at no admission charge.
and Mrs. Mary Frances Ray
(Photo by Barry lohnson)
Pallbearers were Dr. Louis
and Mrs. Sunshine Hathaway,
• ' C. Ryan, Frank Ryan, Dr. C. Paris, Tenn.; one brother,
,C. Lowry, Mike Baker,..Gary Jake Kirkland, Hazel; 11
Eiaverstock, and Gail Corgrandchildren; five great
tirey. Burial was in the, Mur- grandchildren.
•
•
•
Gardens.
.ray Memorial
Mrs. Jackson was preceded
SaturMrs. Howe, 64, died
in, death by one son,' Roy
day at 4:40 a.m, at the St.
Lowell Jackson on June 16,
- Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
certain foods and drugs can be
By LOUISE COOK
1928, and one brother, Frank
Tenn. Her death followed an
dangerous when taken
Associated Press Writer
Kirkland in 1979.
extended illness.
When and how you swallow together. "In general," says
She was a member of the
your medicine can sometimes an FDA fact sheet, "it is UnFirst Presbyterian Church,
be just as important as which wise to take drugs with soda
was a former accountant
pop or acid fruit or vegetable
drugs you take.
with the Murray Natural Gas
The same substance that juices unless you check with
System and the Westview Nurhelps when taken before5 your doctor first. These
sing Home, Born Feb. 25, 1917,
meals can be useless or even beverages can result in excess
Folk medicine will be the
in-- Clarendon, Ark., she was topic Wednesday. Oct. 15, harmful on a full stomach. A acidity that -May cause some
the daughter of the late Albert when the Kentucky Lake Sec- pill washed down with orange drugs to dissolve quickly in
• Holliday and Annie Boyle tion of the American Chemical juice — or even tea — may the stomach instead of in the
Holliday.
Society holds its regular din- lose its effectiveness. Drugs intestines where they can be
Survivors include her hus- ner meeting at the Park Ter- that are safe when taken more readily absorbed into
----band, E. L. (Red) Howe, Sr.; race Restaurant, South separately can add up to the bloodstream." "
Another combination to
one daughter, Mrs. Barbara Fulton, Tenn.
danger if you'corn bine them.
Ann Rogers, Columbia, S. C.;
"Each drug is an in- avoid is tetracycline — an anThe principal speaker will
one son, E. L. ( Red) Howe, be Dr. Ralph N. Blomster, dividual,'' says phar- tibiotic — and dairy products.
Jr., and his wife, Janice, Mur- chairman of the Department macologist Joseph Graedon.
The calcium in the dairy proFour years. ago, Graedon ducts pcevents the body from
ray; one. sister, Mrs. Paul of Medicinal Chemistry and
the
at
('Agnes Schmid, Albany, Ga.;
wrote "The People's Phar- absorbing the tetracycline.
Pharmacognosy
If you .are taking an iron
four grandchildren — Donald University of Maryland's
macy," a guide to common
and Chris Rogers and- School of Pharmacy, College
prescription and over-the- supplement, avoid washing it
Meredith and Jennifer Howe.
counter medicines. He recent- down with tea. The tannic acid
Park, Md.
ly updated the information in
Folk medicines have been
demonstrated to exert a "The People's Pharmacy -significant force on many
"People have become-cultures of the world today, a
member of the society said. In aware that they just can't take
these days of scientific drugs for granted," said
Everything from classical
Funeral services for Mrs. knowledge and reasoned logic, Graedon when asked what had
music by request to popular
-- -Liza Radford were held at the belief in folk lore still is strong happened over the past four
folk music of the 1950's and
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral and many people have great years.
be featured dunng the
Home, Paris, Tenn., • with faith in herban remedies, he
He also said he is encourag- 60's will
"Friendship
burial in the Bevil Cemetery pointed out.
ed by the fact that the number upcoming
Festival" on WKMS-FM at
there.
A native of Lynn, Mass.. of prescriptions written anMurray State University.
Mrs. Radford, 79, Route 1, Blomster received his nually has been decreasing —
The "Friendship Festival,"
Henry, Tenn., died Thursday undergraduate degree in 1953 from about 1.5 billion in 1976 to
scheduled for Oct. 29 to Nov. 2,
at a hospital at Fort Walton from the Massachusetts Col- about 1.3 billion today.
station's semi-annual
Beach, Fla. She had been lege of Pharmacy, his
Graedon doesn't want peo- is the
visiting her son, Collier Rad- master's in 1958 from the ple to give up medicine. "Not fund raising campaign, during
which listeners are asked to
ford of Niceville, Fla.
University of Pittsburgh and everything is dangerous for
Born Oct. 6, 1901, she was his doctorate in 1963 at the you," he said. "I'm not pledge lax deductible conto help support its
the daughter of the late James University of Connecticut.
against drugs ... It's just using tributions
fine arts program service. The
F. Hutson and Lucinda Jarrell
Since 1963, he has been them effectively that's imporHutson. She was married in teaching both pharrnacognosy tant." The biggest mistake station is nonprofit, and non1921 to Collier L. Radford who and microbiology, first at the most people make, Graedon commercial.
Each time the station tries
died in 1975. She was a University of Pittsburgh and said, is "how they take their
to do something a little difmember of the Bethlehem currently at the University of medicine."
Karen
Baptist Church, Henry, Tenn.
The label on the bottle may ferent, according to
Maryland.
director.
development
Welch,
Survivors' include one
but
day,
a
research
times
his
to
three
say
In addition
daughter, Mrs. Novella King, activities in the areas of which three times? Ask your Special programs this fall will
Hazel Park. Mich.; one son, natural products, plant tissue doctor exactly when you include live concerts, a tribute
Collier Radford, Niceville, culture, biotransformations should take a drug. If the to radio comedy from the
Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Lydia and folklore evaluation, he is answer is "before meals," 1930's and 40's, classical
Green,- Buchanan, Tenn.; 12 editor of the American Society how long before? Does "with music by request, and other
grandchildren; two great of Pharmacognosy Newslet- meals" mean immediately musical specials devoted to
grandchildren.
after you sit down, mid-way
ter.
.11&21! through or with desert? Never
r• take any drug without check:'
411
a alirm an="`
:
fdR
?en
- USDA LOUISVILLE, Ky.
• • ing possible side effects and
Cattle 2200; slaughter steers and heifers
firm, slaughter cows 1 00 higher.
• reactions.
bulls firm, calves and vealers
• : The Food and Drug Ad- slaughter
.
poorly tested; feeders steady;
that
• •
+
Slaughter steers choice 850-1180 lb
•
• ministration also warns
Word has been received of
tlw death of Mrs. Martha
Jones Yancey of Frankfort,
tonnerly of Murray, who died
there Saturday at the age of
72.
--She was the wife Of Dr.
Adam Franklin Yancey,
former professor of physics at
Murray State. Born Oct. 15,
1907, she was the daughter of
the late William B. Jones and
Flora Bell Shepherd Jones.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Robert( Betty)
Griffith, and two grandsons,
Mark and Robert Griffith,
McLean, Va.; one brother,
Shepherd Jones, Chapel Hill,
N. C.
The funeral was held today
it 11 a.m, at the chapel of the
Home,
(Soot's Funeral
Frankfort, with burial in the
Sunset Memorial Gardens
t here.

Funeral Services
Held Here Today
For Mrs. Howe

revamped and expanded
Council on Higher Education
from Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
because "it was the kind of
assignment I thought was appropriate."
Breathitt noted he supported the bill in the 1966
General Assembly that
established the basic foundation for the current higher
education council.
Breathitt said he also
wanted the job because it was
not a pro forma appointment
but a working position that
will require a lot of time and
homework on his part.
He said he discussed the
with Southern
matter
Railroad officials before ac"But I feel there has been cepting the appointment and
enough of an interval of time they agreed that he could
since I have been governor spend the time needed to do
that as a citizen of Kentucky I the job properly.
ought to try to contribute."
"I think there is a greater
Breathitt said he feels his
need for the involvement of
absence from politics . will
the business community in
make it easier for him to serve
meeting their public responon the council.
sibility as a corporate
citizen," Breathitt said. "This
"It is easier for former
is one way I could do that
governors, once they have
where there is no conflict,
taken themselves out of the
since the courtcil does not
political arena, to get involvregulate my company."
ed," he said. "They can make
Breathitt said he feels the
a better contribution when
council is entering a critical
people are not looking over
time because of changes made
their shoulders wondering
by Brown,including removing
what their motives are."
the presidents of the stateBreathitt said he accepted
supported universities as nonthe appointment to the

he seriously considered making-another political race was
for the U.S. Senate in 1972, but
he finally ruled it out.
"I had spent 20 years in
public life and I wanted to
devote more time to my
private life and my family,"
said Breathitt, who served in
the General Assembly and on
the old state Public Set-vice
Commission before being
elected governor in 1963.
Breathitt said that since he
left the governor's office in
December 1967, he has turned
down several opportunities for
appoirttments . to public
boards, "for a number of
reasons."

voting members dt the council.
"It is very important at this
time, without the university
presidents as ex officio
members, that this council
reassure the institutions and
the taxpayers and the parents
of children in college that it
can serve a useful and constructive purpose.
-We don't need to have an
adversary relationship with
the institutions of higher
education," Breathitt said.
"We are a coordinating
body and hopefully in the process the objectives of
everybody in higher education
will be met, that is a better
quality of education for young
people."
But Breathitt said he didn't
want peole to think he was approaching the job as a selfproclaimed expert.
"Before I make any comments I ,want to study the
issues. I want to be open minded and I have no firm ideas on
howl want to go," he said.
However, Breathitt said
there are some very obvious
issues facing the council, lie
said one of the most important
is providing adequate compensation for the faculty and
staff of the universities.
"If we don't do that, we are
going to lose," he said.

Alabama Industry FaresPoorly

ALABAMA — Dependent on
for inflation, will be about 1 be hard to find a recession
the metals, lumber and houshere. While higher energy
percent below 1979.
ing industries hit the hardest
GEORGIA — The outlook is prices may have triggered the
by high interest rates,
more pessimistic than any national recession, they have
Alabama is faring worse than
other state in the South, had the opposite effect in Louithe nation this year and worse
though the 1980-81 downturn is siana. Credit the state's
than it did in the 1974-75
not as severe as 1974-75. massive natural gas and oil
University of Georgia reserves.
in the tea keeps the iron from downturn.
"We're blessed with
Economist John Legler
getting into the bloodstream.
James Michael, director of
One of the most dangerous absentee owners, which
blames inflation, saying the
at Louiinteractions occurs between a makes our plants among the
Atlanta area consumer price economis research
says the state's
says
substance called tyramine first to be shut down,"
index is predicted to jump 13 siana Tech,
is
base
of
found in a variety of foods and Carl Ferguson,a University
percent in 1980 and 10 percent manufacturing
"Our
petroleum and sugar
in 1981.
a class of drugs known as Alabama economist.
also have prowould
The state's _ over-all refineries. Both
MAO inhibitors, often used to service industry which
shock is
rather than being hurt
the
of
spered
some
absorb
The
pressure.
to
blood
expected
is
high
treat
economy
cause growing slower than the na- decline 4 percent in 1980 with a by national events.
can
combination
fulnot
just
we're
because
tion
vision
2 percent drop in manufac/
31
headaches, chest pain,
MISSISSIPPI—With the
turing. Georgia fared much largest industrial recruitment
changes and, in a few cases, ly industrialized yet."
noris
area
hit
hardest
The
better in relation to the nation effort in the nation, Mississipdeath. Among foq0s to avoid
the in 1974-75.
are aged and fermented items thern Alabama, where
pi is much more subject to
industries
aluminum
and
steel
KENTUCKY — A boom in fluctuations in the national
like pickled herring and
-intensive,
energy
other
the coal industry and higher economy than a few years
salami, sour cream and and
yoghurt, soy sauce, avocados durable goods manufacturers farm prices saved Kentucky ago. The benefits are great in
used
what
located because of
in 1974-75. Both have been on
and bananas.
Valley the downturn for the past year good times, the repercussions
An FDA guide, "Food and to be low Tennessee
•
terrible in bad.
is Authority electric rates.
Interactions,"
and the state has been hit
Drug
a 2 percent
the
predicts
Wagner
Tourism,
—
FLORIDA
from
this
charge
by
no
expected
at
than
available
harder
last recession.
drop in the state's economy in
the Consumer Information state's biggest industry,
below
percent
9.4
was
spring
Univesity of Kentucky 1980. Aggravating the problem
Center, Dept. 586H, Pueblo,
1979 and is not expected to Economist Charles Renfro are annual layoffs of 3,000 to
Colo.,81009.
recover until next year. puts the blame on high in- 4,000 the past three years at
Economist Henry Fishkind of terest rates affecting the hous- Litton Industries' giant
the University of Florida said ing industry and declining shipyards in Pascagoula
the same number of tourists auto sales. Auto parts and following the cancellation of $3
are arriving but are staying home appliances are the billion in Navy contracts.
the shipyard
less time.
state's biggest manufacturers Wagner said
Housing is taking it on the and 30 percent of all new ap- layoffs wiped out a third of the
big band, broadway, opera,
gains new industry brought to
and folk music.
chin but not nearly as bad as pliances go into new homes.
During the "Festival" the 1974-75,, the worst economic
"Kentucky has the only the state.
station has a set of special times in Florida since World Ford LTD plant in the counTENNESSEE — As art
telephones which listeners can War II, because the inventory try, and it doesn't take much Kentucky and Mississippi
call to pledge contributions. is much smaller. Housing to see what the demand for Tennessee is more dependent
The telephones are staffed by starts this year are down 27.7, LTDs is now," Renfro says. on durable goods manufactur.
community volunteers.
one-third the drop the state ex- Still, the state's economists ing, particularly auto pt.-ts.
"Our goal this fall is to raise perienced when the early predict Kentucky will come than seven years ago. Whitt
$12,500," Welch said, "which 1970s bubble burst.
out of the recession in early
manufacturing employment
Because Florida ex- 1981 with an upturn in coal since 1979 has droppped from
will be used to buy programs,
equipment, and all the other periences a continuous streamn employment.
27 to 22 percent, it still absorbs
things we need to keep of migrants, unemployment is
LOUISIANA — Except for 30 percent of Tennessee's
operating." According to expected to increase into 1981, the housing industry, it would labor force.
Welch, this year approximate- but the state will not exly fifteen percent of the sta- perience a real decline in pertion's budget will come from sonal income because
listener and business contribu- manufacturing is such a small
tions.
part of its economy.
NORTH CAROLINA — The
Other sources of funding for
the station include the univer- recession already has bottomsity and federal and state ed out here. A downturn in the
grants. The station operates housing market is being offset
with a full-time staff of eight, by new industry financed a
and a part-time student staff year ago before interest rates
of about 40. It is located at 91.3 skyrockted but just now geton the FM dial.
ting under construction.
Steady growth in banking,
FRECKLES
4
and
If you're uncomfortable insurance, real estate
have
with freckles and would like to other service industries
state's
bleach them, a homemade helped stabilize the
are still
lightener will be safe and economy. "Textiles
North
more economial than com- the biggest factor in
says
mercial preparations. Try us- Carolina, though,"
of
000(6.7080, mined good and choice MS
ing the juice of citrus fruits, Meehan, "and, because
the reces12151b 64 5048.00, good 9101190 lb 6003such as oranges, lemons or lower inventories,
64.50. standard 1075-1165 lb 53.75-55 50;
theem as
Slaughter heifers choice 825-975 lb
grapefruits. Apply the citrus sion has not affected
66 70-68.60, mixed good and choice 810
much this year."
to
juice
your
only
freckles
9t0 lb 61.00.66 70; good 000.600 lb 56.50Sale
SOUTH CAROLINA — Like
with a fine camel's hair brush,
61 00;
north,South
Slaughter cows commercial 46 00morning and evening. Or its neighbor to the
Ends
50 00. utihty 43 00-48 75, high dressing
Carolina is dominated by texcrush fresh cranberries and
48 75-50 25. cutter 4225-4., 50. canner
Oct. 18
tile and apparel plants, which
apply the juice once a day.
and cutter under 800 lb 35.0028 00;
employ 18 percent of its work
2 1005-1380 lb 50.70.
Slaughter bulls 1,
58.75;
force. But the state lacks the
41
,
Slaughter calves and yealars doter
large service industries such
230-285 lb vealers 9080-71 00, 300.425 lb
0,
Service
News
Market
Federal-State
calven 5500-58 00, feeder steers 300-390
as banking and insurance to
tober 13, 1980
lb 76 0080 50, 575.700 lb 6700-70.00, 70(1smooth out the rough spots.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Martel
905 lb 66 0048 M. 30(1-500 lb 64.00-73 75.
Stations
Buying
6
Report Includes
501-700 lb 6000.0080; 1-2 bulls 3504100 lb
"We had a sudden drop this
Receipts Act 1990 F.st 550 Barrows &
59 00-67 00, 600.636 lb 55 00-60 00; holt,
but a quick
Gilts 75 lower SOW, steady $1 00 higher "summer
tems 3506011 lb 56 0045 00. 6041000 lb
some $1 50 higher
recovery," says Richard
5225-6250. hede4p0500 lb 02 0(1-6050.
948 00-41 50
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
500-600 lb BO Onafirid 300-500 lb 55
147 75-48 25
Olson, a University of South
US 2 210-250 lba
63 011, 500810 lb 54 001000, stock rows 1 1946 7547 75
US 3-3340.516 Ow
economist.
Carolina
2 650-935 lb 42 50110;_
,US 3-4 200210 tba
Unemployment peaked it 8.3
11-&lx 500 It/will-Ws and -gilts 25 &gnu, • 'Sows
"They"- Store For Men
93080-41 50
1-2 220.250 lb 49 7549 80. 225.290 lb 19 44)US 1-2 270-350 Ibis
percent in June but dropped
$41 00-43 00
49 75: 2-3 206-385 lb 480(1-49 In , 'own I OD
US 1-3 300-450 lba
Bel-Air Center
;
August.
943 0011 50
back to 6.8 percent in
US 1-3 40400
higher 1-3 400-45.0 lb 45 00-46 OD, 450-500
144 5046 90
US 1-3 500450 Ibs
state's 1980
lb 48 011-47 00: 500810 lb 48.75-49 50;
the
thinks
Ellson
00
09.41
$40
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
boars over 300 lb 44 50-45 00,
economy, after adjustments
Boars 34 60-3750

Drugs Affected By Products

Folk Medicine Is
Meeting Topic

WKMS-FM To Feature
'Friendship Festival'

Mrs. Rapford Is
Dead Af Age Of 79
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HOMECOMING
SPECIALS

25%

Livestock Market

Stock Market
Pricas 01 stocts of local interest at II
a m CST today furntahed to The Murray
Ledger III Times by Flrit ol Michigan
Corp , al Murray,

1977 Chevette
4 cyl., 4 speed with air, red w white. Approx. 25 000. Extra nice car.

•
•

•

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Ports
753-2617

641 Smyth

a
•

• •

Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler.
Ford Motor
GAP'
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
liordees
Heublein
'
'
_Anal
Kmart
Kahn's Big IC
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
S Tobacco
Wendy*s

+1.11
5104+%
504+14
51% unc
514+4
1'9-'4
27't unc
1341+lit
66fit+9011
51%+%
19'i+ lit
226k+6k
Illos arc
4505+05
31164 unc
-:
•'Wjet
2 b455.4
.
"
1 unc
,
20
3l. unc
2114-%
51%+
37 one
3705+05
'1114b, 114a
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